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4rU Festival gives special education students
opportunity to express themselves.

MACRoCK concluded this past weekend after more than
100 bands performed in and around campus.

Woman's tennis team gains two conference victories over
the weekend.
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Relay for Life doubles funds
About 1,000 people raise more than $120,000 for cancer
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

staff writer

CAROLYN WAL&aUiutfphtawapher
About 1,000 students, faculty, staff and community mambara waHtad around
Bridgetorth Stadium for 11 hours Saturday to Sunday to ralsa money for cancer.

Spring
elections
conclude

Chilly temperatures and high
winds failed to deter about 1,000 students, faculty, staff and community
members who pitched tents and
walked the track at Bridgeforth
Stadium for 11 hours at the Relay for
Life event to benefit the American
Cancer Society Saturday night
When the event culminated at
daybreak Sunday, the committee
chairs announced that Relay for Life
teams had raised more than $120,000
With more than $72X00 raised by
participants last year, according to
senior Allison Richardson, Relay for
life committee chair, teams nearly

doubted previous contributions.
This is the fourth year JMU has
held the Relay for Life event,
according to Richardson.
"Relay for Life has been
around since the mid-1980s and
has become popular at college
campuses nationwide over the
past five years," she said.
There were 99 registered Relay
for Life teams for the event at JMU,
according to Richardson. Teams primarily were formed by clubs,
organizations, sports teams, sororities, fraternities, residence halls and
groups of friends, she added.
The theme this year was Mardi
Gras, prompting participants to
deck themselves and their twits m

green, yellow and purple.
(Catherine Kessler, a JMU writing
professor, spoke at the opening ceremony regarding her experiences
with five different types of cancer.
"I refused to lie down," she
said. "And, with luck and hard
work, I did survivr '
Cancer survivors received
medals and walked the first lap of
the evening to the sounds of a JMU
jazz band. An a capella group, The
Overtones, also provided musical
accompaniment for the evening.
Two hours into the event, a
student spoke about losing her
mother to cancer Small candles
see RELAY, page 5

Picking up the beat

BY GEARY COX

news editor
The Student GovtfnMBl
Association wrapped up its
spring election season with
Class Council elections and a
special run-off election for the
position of student representative to the Board of Visitors.
Six of the 12 Class Council
positions
up
for
grabs
were
uncontested. ;
lllr of
the 12 offices — including senior class president and
president — were devoid of
offio.il .pnU'.i.mtx
Junior Bradley Harris, a
write-in candidate, took the
position of senior class president Another write-in, junior
C. Lawson Ricketts, won the
position of senior clan vice
president Senior class secretary and treasurer went to junior! Amic House and Erin
CHara, respectively. Neither
House nor CHara faced official competition
The offices of junior class
president, vice president and
secretary were uncontested
and went to sophomores Britt
Timmerman, Victor Lim and
Katie Morse, respectively.
Sophomore Dillom Bahta garnered just over 16 percent of the
vote as a write-in candidate for
junior class treasurer.
The only official competition
came over the position of sophomore class president between
freshmen Alison Flores and
Colin Reynolds. Reynolds
received 66 percent of the votes
to Flores' nearly 32 percent
Freshman Emily Watson ran
uncontested for sophomore
dass vice president. The positions of sophomore class secre-

KRISTY NICOUCH/jrator p*om<fyVr

Hopesfall performs for a •creaming crowd In Godwin Hall a* part of the eighth annual Mid-Atlantic College
Radio Conference. MACRoCK went on all weekend and Included more than 100 bands from different musical
genres that played In seven locations on and off campus. About 4,000 people attended this year, 2,000 short
of last year, according to senior Justin Brldgewater, MACRoCK manager. See full story on page 11.
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JMU names Keener as new coach Phi Sigma Pi sleeps out
Current Georgia Tech assistant coach to give press conference Wednesday
to raise $500 for MS
BY DREW WILSON

senior writer
The search for a new
men's basketball coach is
over. Dean Keener was
named the Dukes' new coach
last Thursday night
Keener, an itnsiatant coach
with (*orgia Tech, currently
Ls
in San Antonio, Texas,
whore the Yellow Jackets will
play m the NCAA champi"nsh'P same against the
"v of Connecticut
'"■"Rht. Georgia Tech elimiOklahomi
State
University Saturday in the
*rnihnals of the Final Four.
"' agreed to a fiveyear contract that will pay
an annual base salary of

$160,000 with additional
$35,000 for radio and television plus
bonus
incentives. He
replaces
Sherman
Dillard,
who
resigned
under
pressure
DEAN
March 7
KEENER
"I'm
extreme■
ly excited. I'm living .>
dream of sorts professionally" Keener said Friday. "I
think I understand the > III
tun „f JMU and, more
importantly, things relative

'• ''

to the basketball program."
A press conference to
introduce Keener is scheduled
for next Wednesday at 3 p.m.
in the Convocation Center.
"Dean Keener is an outstanding fit for the criteria
we've been seeking in a
coach for our basketball pn>gram," athletic director (eft
Bourne said in a statement
Thursday night.
Keener is in his fourth season with Georgia Tech. He
was an assistant coach under
Ihll.mi at JMU during the
1999-'00 season. Before his
hnet stint with the Dukes, he
was an assistant coach at
Virginia Tech (1991-'95,1997'99), Southern Methodist
University (1995-'97) and the

University of
Southern
Calif-..miat'990-'o|)
"Dean's had the good fortune of being able to mentor
with ,md have peers who
have done extremely well in
this industry," Bourne said.
"With his prior experience at
JMU and his strong connection. throughout the state of
Virginia. I think he makes an
ev. client dMIOE '
Keener said he was contacted about three weeks ago
by Bourne and Charlie King,
vice president of administration and finance.
"We visited in Atlanta for
a coupfc cif hours." Keener
said "We were just getting
. COM II : .,. .

BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news editor
The Phi Sigma Pi honors fraternity raised about $500 for Multiple
Sclemsis research during its MS
Sleepout on the commons from 11
a.m. Wednesday to 11 a.m. Thursday.
According to junior Matthew
the philanthropy chair for
Phi Sigma Pi, the group hopes to
raise about $500 through the
sleepout each semester to donate
to the Blue Ridge Chapter of the
i IMS Society.
"We put on this event to support
MS because, although MS is a very
debilitating disease, there is very
promising research, and they are
hoping to have a cure within the
next 10 years," said Fr.i/cr

I'i'M'f ■

The sleepout also had other
gnxips that helped out by entertaining people who donated money.
"We had performances by The
Madison Project at 11:00 p.m. and
the BluesTones at 6:30 p.m.," Frazer
said. "We had a MS Jeopardy game
at 8 o'clock (p.m.) that was a lot of
not, .is well .is .1 scavenger hunt th.it
started at 12 am. ana ended at 2
a.m." According to Frazer, to win
the hunt, the teams.had to find
items ranging froroa Burger King
crown to an old kapurd Simmons
workout vidi-o
Phi Sigma Pi also hosted a
speaker who came to tell people
about MS to help raise awareness
as a Wellness Passport event,
see MS, page 5
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POLICE LOG
BY LAUREN MCKAY

NEWS

Monday, April 5

81 percent

Speaker and Director Spike Lee will be giving a lecture in the
Wilson Hall Auditorium at 7 p.m. Tickets are $5 and on sale at
the Warren Hall Box Office. For more information contact
Jeremy Paredes at paredeje.

MADD speaker

OPINION

police log reporter
I >iplomats from Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkey, Jordan and
India will be in the College Center Highlands Room and
(■rand Ballroom from 10 am to 2 p.m. to help launch a free
public symposium designed to advance studies of the Middle
BMt I fiitral Asia and South Asia. Public parking will be
available at the Convocation Center and shuttle service to the
College (enter will be provided. For event times,
v'xsii U7u.nv.jmu.edu/mtfritathnal/GrtalerAiianStudies/.

House editorial

The University Program Board \g allowing students to play
Virtual Reality Pac-Man for free at the College Center Festival
Stage from noon to 6 p.m. For more information contact
Jeremy Paredes at paredeje.

Darts & pats
House cartoon
On the sidelines
So I was thinking

URFC is having a Wellness Passport event on Motivating
Yourself into Morion" at UREC from 7 to 8 p.m. If your exercise routine is taking a backseat to a hectic lifestyle, then this
is the program for you. Creative techniques and helpful hints
are provided

Horoscopes

FOCUS

s£

bmitti

Tech talk
Fashion Boss

Maiduv
Ptaswlrylo

DAYS

"Maybe Baby" review

FUN FACT of the

OBBLAWIW

\tmur pitntotrapher

MACRoCk review
"Monsoon" preview

on the Quad was
held April 2 to
start the holiday
off right. Kids of all
ages searched for
one lucky egg that
held $20.

Women's tennis vs Delaware and
Towson
Men's tennis vs Delaware and
Towson
Lacrosse bnel

March 31 at 2:30 a.m.

report the following:

Day

Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny ol an external computer

■

storage device in Zane Showker
Hall between March 25 at 9
p m. and March 28 at 2 p.m.
A JMU employee reported that
an unknown person stole two
printer cartridges tram the JMU
Bookstore March 30 at 3:20
p.m.
A JMU student reported the

jackrabbits

An Easter egg hunt

SPORTS

accessed a restricted area in
Alumnae Hall and Sheldon Hall

In other matters, campus police

Artistic Outreach

STYLE

a crawl space door and

Wednesday, April 7

Tuesday, April 6
Crossword

an unknown person(s) damaged

The Honors Program is having its weekly Brown Bag Lecture
Series at the Hillcrest House from 12:20 to 1:10 p.m
For more information
visit uww.jmu.edu/honorsprog/brvwnbag.shtml.

Campus spotlight

LEISURE

A JMU employee reported that

thett ol an unsecured JAC card
March 31 at 1 p.m.
Fraud
A JMU student lost a JAC card
and the card was used on a

POWERFUL jumpers.

Hall ol Fame bnel

vending machine between
March 25 at 6:30 p.m. and

Baseball bnel

A

Softball briel

nooumwriMnt,,

WEATHER

<

March 30 at 9 p.m.

20-inch adult

can

LEAP 20

Assault

feet

A JMU student and a non-student were involved in an altercation in Huffman Hall March 20
at 5:50 a.m. No charges have

Today
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been placed at this time.
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Matt Brand
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■ Cost $300 tor the first 10 words. %2
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Ad Designers:
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Ads Design
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Tht 8nw». the
student-run newspaper
of James Medlaon
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community The
BrMz* strives to be
impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly
believes m its First
Amendment rights
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Registration begins April 21.
Classes start May 17 and June 28.

Northern Virginia Community College
703-323-3000

www.nvcc.edu
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Guest shares tragic story

NEWS

A graduate student from U.Va.
discusses his fight against drunk
driving.
See story Mow

&V?V'-l-llrCl
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"I believe we can do this."
AMBER LAUTIOAR

senior, OrangeBand member
Sat story Mow

Students pray the Stations of the Cross during Lent

Class hosts Across
Generations talent show
The HTH 458 Senior
Citizens I'Linning Committee
will sponsor an Across
(imaiaUOM talent show.
The event is an intergenorational talent program
designed to bring ek&MS ot
the community together with
students of JMU in a fun,
social environment.
All ages an- encouraged to
come participate or watch.
The program, April 18 from 6
p.m to 8 p.m. in the I OlSB
( enter Highlands Room, will
feature tree food and drinks, a
karaoke machine, a door raffle and prizes will be awarded
to participants.
For more information, contact I indsey King at kinglni.

SGA accepts applications
for executive staff
The Student Government
Associatkm cunvntly is accepting applications for all seven
positions of the executive staff
for he aiming academic year.
Responsible for the day-tav
day affairs of the SGA, the
executive st,iii is comprised of
the chief of staff, executive
assistant, director of communications, leadership
programs diivctor, director of
information technok)gy, parliamentarian and historian.
Applications are available at Ha.Amuatn.

Maroon 5 still to play
despite pervasve rumors
Despite April Fool's Day
rumors, Maroon 5, less Than
Jake, and Rahzel will still
appear for their show.
The University Program
Board would like to verify that
the spring concert schedukxi
tor April 21 at 8 pan. in the
Convocation Center will continue as planned.
Tickets may be purchased
in the Wanen Hall Box Office.
Tickets are $20 with JAC card
and $25 for floor, general public anddooi tickets

H&msraw
Oscar-winning film plays
at Court Square Theater
HARRISONBURG —
The Virginia Docu-Film Fest
and Blue Ridge Theatn'
Festival will pa-sent the
Oscar-winning documentary
"Fog of War" April 7-1(1 at
7:30 p.m. in the Court Square
Ihoatcr
in
downtown
Harrisonburg.
The film runs 106 minutes ,md is not rated. Tickets
are $5 for all ages.
The film discusses former
US. Secretary of Defense under
nt John F Kennedy,
Robert S. McNamara and the
lessons he learned about war.

(IIRISTOPHIR I \B/I)V>.

The Knights of Columbus hosted the Stations of the Cross at the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum Friday at 5 p.m. Stations of the Croes,
which mark the different stages of Christ's crucifixion, Is a Catholic tradition often held every Friday during Lent, the 40 day period
before Easter. It Is an opportunity for people to reflect on the suffering of Christ, and focus on the Importance of Easter to Christians.

OrangeBand works for 81 percent voter turnout
BY AMIK POONSAKVARASAN

AND GKARY COX

staff writer and news editor
A forum organized by the
OrangeBand Initative and the Student
Government Association flJIflUm'nl
how to get 81 percent of JMU students
of vote with education on LttUM Ifld
candidates in the November elections.
Throughout the meeting, students and OrangeBand members
brainstormed. Among some of the
students' ideas wen- letting both
long-and short-term goats and
organizing a calendar of important
dates and deadlines for voting to
share with the student body.
The group decided to break the
project into two sections, OM tor
registering students and the second
for getting them to vote.
The group also agreed to register
Virginia students first. The members decided to make voter registration forms available for students
in all residence halls and at freshmen orientation with the help of
the Office of Residence Life and the

Washington, D.C. (The
Washington Post) — The
College Board national
SAT report shows that the

■venae scon on the ooUtne

entrance exam has climbed
slightly in the past year.
A ivcord portion of the testtakers, 25 percent, had declined
to disckse their ethnicity. Now,
an independent analysis ot
wars. it SAT data suggests that
growing American disdain for
racial categories may cast
doubt on how the SAT can
measun' the achievement gap
Dale Whittington, director of rescarili and e\.ilu.i
lion lor the Shaker Heights,
Ohio, school district, who
investigated the discrepancy,
said students not reporting
their ethnicity have become
"the largest minority group
taking the SAT."
With so many students
com e.iling their race on SAT
applications the College
Board report of average
scores for tad) ethnic group
is open to question

Office of Admissions.
A student at the forum suggested changing the target voting participation percentage from 80 percent to 81 percent, in order to create
an allusion to Interstate 81.
"One ot the greatest obstacles we
are going to face is the technicalities,
logistics and legality issues of voting,''
sophomore Mackenzie Shimon said.
Students at the forum also discussed how out-of-state voters
could participate in the electoral
process. The forum then considered
the logistical problems with out-ofstate students claiming residency in
Virginia or voting with by an
absentee ballot.
The students formed an educatuft
committee, to explain voting procedun"s and candidate information so
students can make informed and
responsible decisions.
"We have to use the systems already
in place and pull them in, instead of
reinventing the wheel," said graduate
student km iVgner. OrangeBand student committee member
Degner facilitated much of the dis-

cussion made at the forum
OrangeBand also formed an outreach committee of students to help
promote the "81 percent: Let's Do
It Initiative on campus.
Degner said the concept of getting 81 percent of JMU students to
vote came from a professor who
was asked to speak at the forum on
student voting.
Asa result, Degner and member-.
of OrangeBand decided to take on
the challenge.
Degner added that OrangeBand
should address political apathy on a
large scale and focus on how to get as
many students as possible involved in
the political process.
The forum, held Thursday in
Integrated Science and Technology,
was designed to facilitate diacoasion on how to educate the student
body by raising awareness about
election issues.
About 30 people from eight organizations attended, as well as students
from Eastern Mennonite University.
Senior Amber Lautigar, an
OrangeBand member, said this first

Alpha Sigma Alpha hosts MADD
lecture for alcohol awareness
BY ASHLKY RLI-.VI

s

contributing writer

Minority students' scores
on SAT are questioned

, pluloflwpki'

Alpha Sigma Alpha hosted
a Mothers Against I>nink
Driving spe.ikei who discussed an accident he had with
a drunk driver in which his
face v\,is cntin'ly *mshed.
MAI ill representative
Andaw forget. .1 graduate student at the University of
Virginia, spoke about his personal exparianoi wrHh drunk
driving as ,1 part ot Aloha Sigma
Alpha soniritys Alcohol Silclv
AtvaNMai ^V'11
According to forget, as lie
was driving home to visit hat
t.iiiuK mo gMMand for the
holidays, he was struck by a
drunk driver The student from
the University' of Texas - Dallas
was rounding a comer when
Ins I'lS* Toyota Camry was hit
head on by a Ford F-150
The drunk driver was able
to walk away from the oath,
butTorget was let! trapped in
A neighbor caDtd ul I and
lOIJel ".ism! out .it the

■AM

tat In was OI-IKSI In liclicopter to Herman Hospital in
Houston Hi- Inflates wen to

severe lh» ■nenjaney medical

technician- didn t think he
Would survive

Kraal iakt externally, the
kit -ule 1 ■! In- l.nc w as smashed

ilW

in — all the bore's were broken
and his eye socket had collapsed. Rom arms and his right
leg wen1 bniken, and his eyes
were covens! with glass
Internally, Torget's spleen was
sliusi open ami he had seven1
internal bleeding. Torget had hit
his head sohanl that spinal fluid
was tli twine, out of his head and
through his nose.

66If people decide to
drink and drive, it's
out of [our J hands,
that's what is scary- Andrew Tiroreet

MADD speaker

-99
Despite the life thiv.it.ring
injuries lorget WrU stabilized
that night. He awoke on
t hnstmas l^iy suntHinded by
Ins lanuk. He was in the hospital for the next several
weeks, undergoing multiple
surgeries to correct his shattered face. Surgeons placed
lour tii.inium plates to serve as
the bone structun1 of his face
\. 11 fdLng to lorget, they used
35 screws to hold the plates in

place. His left eye socket was
so destroyed it was replaced
with a plastic one. Due to his
injuries, he has no feeling on
the l.'tt sideot his hoe
The drunk driver showed
no remorse at his hearings.
■ccordlng to Torget. It was
revealed that he previously
was arrested six times for
drinking and driving and
lost his licens*? 10 days
before the accident, Torget
said. According to Torget,
the driver received only five
-ears in prison.
After the surgery, Torget
said he was determined not to
let the drunk driving accident
pMvenfl him from doing what
he wanted to do. Whik' pursuing his master's degree in history at U.Va., he speaks out
about his accident. He tells his
story in hopes that others will
change their perspective about
driving drunk.
"If people decide to
drink and drive, it's out of
[our| hands," Torget said.
""I hat's what is scary. If it
kills people and it's so easy
to prevent, why don't we
take it seriously?"
Torget has been speaking
for MADD for almost three
wars He shares his story with
churches luvenile lA-tention
see MADD, page4

»a^»*»ew»»»»»»i

meeting was critical. "1 believe we
can do this as long as we have a
strong core and can keep the ball
rolling," she said.
Senior Jessica Avison said she will
vote this coming November because
she dislikes where President George
W. Bush is taking the country.
"I haven't agreed with his administration's policies, and I am ready for a
change," Avison said.
Sophomore Scott Brazier said he
would also be voting in the upcoming
presidential election to ensure that
Bush wins and can continue for a second term in the White House.
"I think that Bush has done a good
job so far and has proven himself,
unlike Kerry," Brazier said.
"I'm comfortable with the fact that
Bush will hold his ground and will not
chicken out when it comes to the war
on ternirism "
"If we put all our efforts together this could get really big, really
quick," Degner said.
The next meeting to discuss the
81 percent project will meet
Thursday, April 8 at 5 p.m

Mystical Islam

I \H(H YN WAI SKK/if.i/ffJfctfoifnipArr

Fuad S. Naeen, a Pakistani scholar from Duke
University, discusses suflsm during the final event for
-Islam Week 2004: Illuminating Islam". Suflsm Is the
mystical and spiritual tradition ot the Muslim faith.
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Summer ripe for terror attacks MADD: Creating awareness
B>

KNIT ROW I

Newsday
I edl r,il
lounrerterrorism
officials have issued a bulletin ID
pottos departments around the
I i iNil States warning th.it terrorists might trv to bomb rail
lines and buses this summer.
The bulletin, which in official described .is .in tdvimj
rather than an alert, said that
major U.S. cities in possible
targets and that a "viable"
bomb made of ammonium
nitrate fertilizer and diesel fuel
"could be concealed in standard luggage." That explosive
mixture was used in the bombing of the fedtnl building in'
Oklahoma City in 1995.
FBI spokesman Paul Bresson
said the notice, which was
issued late Thursday by his
agency and the Homeland
Security Department, was based
in part on "bits and pieces" of
uncorroborated intelligence and
"out of an abundance of caution" following last months

train bombings in Madrid.
"We have bits of information
lien' and we're just passing it
along," he mU
As in previous bulletins the
FBI recommended tightening
security around parking lots,
limiting access points, improving lighting and removing trash

[Bombs] could be
concealed in
standard luggage.
— Official bulletin
United Slates IX-pi
of Homeland Sccunly

-99 —
bins, among other measures.
In another terrorism-related
development, administration officials said Friday that starting this
fall, visitors from the United

States' closes! allies will have to be
photographed and fingerprinted.
Travelers from 27 countries,
mostly in Europe, who can visit
the United States without visas
will nevertheless be processed at
airports and seaports beginning
Sept. 30 becaaie most of their
governments are unable to meet
the October deadline for issuing
high-tech "Diametric" passports,
the officials said.
U.S. officials said the processing requirement for the so-called
"visa waiver" nations will help
prevent attacks like those on Sept
11,2001, and the administration is
asking Congress to delay the
deadline for biometric passports
by two years because the 27 countries won't be able to meet the
original deadline.
Except for travelers from
Mexico and Canada, all other visitors are fingerprinted.
Vincent Cannistraro, former
director of the CIA's counterterrorism center, said new data will
be useful only to identify a terrorist after he has struck.

The UPS Store

MADD, from page 3
Centers and through leaching
awareness classes He leads an
Alcohol Safety Action pro*
gram — court-appointed education program given to firsttime drunk drivers.
His story was so moving,"
said sophomore Chelsea
Ryder, a member of ASA.
"The strength that he has
gained from the ordeal has
inspired me. People need to be
aware of the dangers of drunk

driving," she added.
During Alcohol Awareness
Wevk the somrity plans various fund raisers, donating all
the money to the S. June Smith
Center of Lancaster County.
A national organization, the
center provides intervction
mi Mill HI to children with
developmental
needs,
according to the center's Web
site, tmif.sjwiesmithorg.
"Alpha Sigma Alpha has
planned many positive events

this week such as speakers,
hands-on activities with the
H.imsonhurg Police, flier distribution and sober rides," said
sophomore Lisa Cory, who
attended the event
"Although we are trying hi
raise money for our |charity|
philanthmpy, we are trying to
raise awareness too," she added
For more information on
MADD and alcohol awareness visit tiftw.inktt.am.

Labor Department reports job growth
BY PETER GOSSH IN

The Los Angeles Times
The U.S. economy caught
forecasters by surprise and
shook up the presidential campaign by adding 308,000 jobs
last month — which was triple
the expected number and
the largest monthly increase in
nearly four years.
Together with upwardly

revised figures for January and
February, the jobs numbers
released Friday by Ihe Labor
Department portrayed an economy that finally is beginning to
put people back to work, rather
than—as many economists had
feared — boosting growth and
profits but m«t employment.
Even the tcnth-of-a-point
rise in the March unemployment rale to 5.7 percent is seen

as a sign of economic strength.
Investors reacted predictably
lo the new jobs figures, driving
up the prices of stocks, that benefit from growth, and pushing
down the price of bonds, whose
value can be hurt by inflation.
Some analysts said the latest
numbers show that the worst
fears about a punishing new
labor market have been
overblown by media coverage.

Internet Access!
■Mr. LocalNet
$
Unlimited Service!

JMU Student Special
High Speed Digital Copies

Per Copy
81/2" x 11" B&W

Volume Discount

Phone: 433-6245

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
JOIN US FOR HOLY WEEK SERVICES
Maundy Thursday -April 8, 7:00 p.m.
Contemporary Choral Tenebre Service
"The Shadow of the Cross" by Lloyd Larson
a nkdtomv reflection aj Jesus' sacrifice on ike cross
CftriMfh icnptwe, wnj> and communitm.
Easter Sunday - April 11 - 11:00 a.m.
Easter Worship Service
College Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
A celebration of our Savior!
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
— *33-24s6 -Transportation Available ■ wvw.harrisonburgbad
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MONTH!
NoCntlCmi

Software CD or Download
UVE Technical Support

S Email Addresses - Webmaill
IHSTAHT MESSAGING AIM, MSN, Yohoo
Start Pmje - News, Calendar, Weather I more!

Immediate Access: Sign up online!

^""'"SX faster!

m.95

MONTH!

All the features of our Unlimited
Dialup Account PLUS:

• Foster Web Pages
• Faster email & Webmail
• FRKt Popup Ad Blocked
• Save up to 60% over DSL!

LocalNet

Reliable Internet Access Since 1994

www.LocalNet.com

434 ■ 6556

i

IS DOING

McKeendU

■BHNM

Save $$ on Utility Deposit Fees

UDAP WEEK, April 12-16
Enter our draw for a FREE PARKING PASS!!
Heres how...
1.) Go to Warren Hall (3rd Floor), April 12th-April 18th.
2.) Charge the 30$ UDAP fee to the same bill as your tuition!
3.) If you are an existing HEC customer, they will be there to
let you pay your bills or disconnect existing utilities too!

Visit our NEW WEBSITE!!
UTILITY ASSISTANCE DEPOSIT PROGRAM

imp://u tjap.jmu.edu

tub Main tie IHM4I«,
At his crucifixion, not even Jesus' closest followers would have
called him a hero. The man they thought was the Messiah was being
executed. End of hopes. End of dream.
But then something happened. Three days later, his body was not
in its burial tomb. That night, he physically appeared to his disciples.
He showed them all of the Scriptures that foretold that he would die
for the forgiveness of sins and then rise from the dead.
Jesus is the hero we needed., the Savior who offers us eternal life
and a chance to know God personally. To know more, see the feature
article BEYOND BUND FAITH at EveryStudent.com.

EveryStudent.com
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RELAY: Students
SGA: Students elect MS: Phi
walk for cancer
Class Council positions Sigma Pi
raises funds
REtAY. from page I

SGA, from page 1

lary and bMMNC went
lo write-in candidates
K.itii' Austen and Aimec
Cipicchio, respectively.
With neither juniors
Hunter Hanger nor Mandy
Woodfield winning 50 percent plus one vote in the
major elections, the two
vied for the post of student
representative to the Board
of Visitors again. Hanger
won with a two percent
lead to win the office.
"The run-off was certainly close because I had a very
worthy opponent,'' Hanger
said. "The students put their
trust in me because I first
tnisted them."
Hanger, who was intical of high construction
costs for athletu buildklO,
said, "I am a friend to the
athletes of JML" Hi
added, "My criticism MM
based on the lack of funding to our professors and
academic departments.
"I will push (or fiscal

responsibility on every
leva of spending," Hanger
said. "I will make every
effort to see that our professors receive competitive
wages and our reputation
as an excellent academic
institution grows."

-66
I will push for fiscal
responsibility...
— Hunter Hanger
Board of Visitors student
rcpresemalive • elect

99—
Hanger will join the student body president-elect,
junior Tom Ciilligan, at a
rvtrvjt for current and
future representatives to the
Board of Visitors and student body presidents from
public alleges in Virginui in
two weeks. The retreat,
nrg.wized
by
Nabeel

Qureshi of Old Dominion
University, is aimed at
organizing the efforts of
Student
Government
Associations at all of
Virginia's public colleges.
While there, Hanger
hopes to "gain more
insight on this problem of
encouraging SGA participation" by the student
body, he MM
"Quite frankly, despite
[current Student Body
President! Levar Stoney's
efforts, the majority of students are out of touch with
the important decisions
the (board I and SGA are
making," Hanger said.
In Thursday's elections,
1,952 students
voted,
according to freshman
Brendan Travis, co-commissioner to the SGA elections
committee. Turnout tor the
Class Council election fell
sharply from the recordhigh turnout tor this year's
major elections, which calculated 3,020 votes.

MS, from page 1

according to Frazer. "We also participate in the
MS Walk and the MS Bike Tour each year."
Sophomore Alison Villarivera, a member
of Phi Sigma Pi, said, "We try to raise awareness about MS because most people aren't
aware of the disease."
MS is a disease that affects a person's central nervous system. "Surrounding and protecting the nerve fibers of the (central nervous
system is a fatty tissue called myclin, which
helps nerve fibers conduct electrical impulses," according tohttpi/M'uwnmssjjrg.
"In MS, myelin is lost in multiple areas,
leaving scar tissue called sclerosis.
Sometimes the nerve fiber itself is damaged
or broken.
"When myelin or the nerve fiber is
destroyed or damaged, the ability of the
nerves ... is disrupted, and this produces the
various symptoms of MS."
MS can affect sufferers to varying
degrees, from mild to severe. The symptoms of MS are changes in cognitive
function, dizziness and vertigo, emotional problems, fatigue, difficulty
walking, pain and numbness according
to www.nmss.org.

COACH: Doherty turns down job offer
COACH, from panel

into this NCAA Toumamuit run."
keener also said he visited
with [MU president UffWOod
Rose about two weeks ago.
"At that time, I felt pretty
comfortable that it could be
the right situation for me,"
Keener said of JMU. "But if
people didn't send me things
or ask me about it, 1 really
wasn't thinking about it. My
focus truly was on GtOrgil
Tech basketball."
Keener said he told the
Georgia Tech players he was
taking the JMU position
Thursday night at a team gathering. He said they took the
news well and said they would
treat him as if he were a senior
on the team about to play his
List college game.
He also talked with the JMU

pl.uvrs by phone for about 10
minutes Thursday.
"I just wanted to tell them
how excited I was, and that 1
don't believe in a rebuilding situation — we're going to win
now/' Keener s.iid. "But we've
got some work to do."
He said he and the players
will have a team meeting
Wednesday or Thurvi.n
Keener, 38, graduated from
Davidson College in 1988 where
he served as the team captain
and was a member of the 1986
NCAA Tournament team.
Keener is married to his wife.
Meg, and the couple has two
children, a daughter named Julie
and a son named Kyle,
"We're proud and pleased to
welawne Dean Keener back to
the James Madison University
f.imilv," Rose said in a statement

Thursday "He knows our university and is an outstanding
individual who has demonstrated a high level of coaching and
recruiting skills at a number of
top-level basketball programs.
VNfc look forward to his leading
the JMU Dukes to new levels of
excellence and regenerating the
enthusiasm of our fans."
Keener was one of four
coaches on JMU's list of candidates, which also included former University of North
Carolina coach Matt Doherty,
North Carolina State University
assistant coach Larry Hunter
and Clemson University assistant coach Ron Bradley.
Doherty was offered the job
last week, but turned it down to
pursue other coaching openings.
In a statement issued last
Thursday, Doherty said, "1

Potty Mouth

was very impressed with
JMU, their commitment to
heighten their basketball program, as well as their overall
dedication to academic excellence ... Ultimately, I know
JMU basketball will be very
successful. I can't thank Dr.
Rose, Jeff Bourne and Charlie
King enough. That being
said, I feel it's best for my
family and me to explore
other opportunities
Not being the first candidate to receive an offer didn't
bother Keener.
"Regardless, I don't care if
I'm the first or second choice —
I'm just happy to be the final
choice, and I'm anxious to prove
I'm the right choice," he said.
"Like most people, I'm competitive and I want to win right
away," he added.

glowed in hundreds of white
paper bags, which honored
cancer victims and survivors,
spelled "HOPE HEALS" on
the steps of the bleachers.
Entertainment throughout the night roused the
Relay for Life participants
with performances by
Madison Dance, senior
Ross Copperman, Adelyn,
Life of the Common and
the Exit 247 B-Flat Project,
which
spurred
an
impromptu conga line
after a choreographed
piece to Pink's "Get the
Party Started."
An aerobics session midway through the night revitalized fatigued participants.
More
entertainment
was provided by the Miss
Relay 2004 allowed eight
male participants to don
their finest female attire
and show off their assets
in swimwear, singing,
dance, strut in a talent
portion and deliver witty
answers to interview
questions.
Junior Brian "Sweetums"
McBeath was awarded the
title of Miss Relay 2004, winning over the judges with a
spirited Irish dance in the talent portion of the program.
The Marianne's Angels
team raised the most money
with over $6,000 in donations, according to senior
Katie Prin, team member.
"I feel that everyone's lost
somebody [to cancer)," Prin
said. "Everyone's affected
(by the disease]."
Junior Rachel Brodrick,
a Relay team member,
said Relay for Life brings
people together for a
worthwhile cause. "It really demonstrates the selflessness of college stu-

dents," she said.
Delta
Delta
Delta
raised
about
$6,000,
according to sophomore
Lindsay Giel, Delta Delta
Delta activities chair.
"(Delta Delta Delta sistersj were on the Commons
every Wednesday from II
[a.m.] to 2 Ipm.J for five
weeks collecting money in
cans," Giel said.
Coed service fraternity
Alpha Phi Omega raised
$3,250, according to sophomore Katie Sheridan, team
co-captain. Freshman Erica
Bennetch said she was
proud of her team because
"they were completely
dedicated to helping out
the American
Cancer
Society," Bennetch said."
Freshman
Ashley
Eisenman wasn't part of a
team, but came to Relay
for Life in order to support her friends who were
participating.
Lindsay I.itwin and
Matt Pask came from Mary
Washington College to participate in JMU's Relay for
Life. They are members of
community service organization Circle K, and
worked in conjunction
with JMU's chapter.
"[Relay for Life is| more
impressive than I thought it
would be," Litwin said.
"[Prof. Kessler's speech] was
especially moving."
Pask said, "This is my
fifth Relay (for Life]." "If s an
incredible event The emotion, the fun you have — it's
a great time," he added.
"No matter how much
you prepare yourself, you're
always moved," freshman
Megan Bove said. "It's
amazing to see how many
people come out to support
Relay for Life."

www.thebreeze.org

Can't be with your family for I ABLO LC JL •

Borrow Ours!

Man, I love reading
Potty Hogth in the
bathroom stalls...
Yeah, I know, I wish I could
help T>ake them.
3U can! It's a two
credit class and you
can apply now!

V
Really? How?

Join us

'Just go to www.jmu.edu/healthctr
'and download an application. Return
the application to the Office of
Health Promotion in the Cottage 5
^(behind Modular) or email it to Laura,
Kee at keelm@jmu.edu no later
than Monday, April 13.

at the Canterbury House
c Sunday, April 11,2004

5 p.m.

at
Celebrate the Risen Lord with us,
and enjoy a home-cooked meal after service
We'll provide the food for your body and your soul.
For more information, contact The Rev. Laura Lockcy
540.432.9613

Brothers and Sisters Included.

For more info, call 568-2940 or e-mail keelm@jmu.edu.
Canterbury is located^ 995 S. Main St., across the street from BW3's and the Quad
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To survive. I threw myself into my
writing and editing. Since then, I don't
think I've ever stopped.

OPINION

What is the point of electing
representatives to the U.S. House
unless they are going to vie for projects
in their specific neighborhoods?

On the sidelines
HOUSE

Former editor's wisdom:
make most of college
OrewWilson
I .rowing up, I had always
heard older people reminiscing about their college days,
about how they were the "best
days of their lives" and that
everyone should "make the
most of their college experience." I'd usually roll my eyes
and think to myself that they
were just hitting .1 midlife crisis or something.
Now, a month from graduating. I understand what
they meant.
Four years ago, I arrived on
this campus as a somewhat
n.uvi>, shy 18-year-old not really
knowing what to expect All I
knew was that I was here to get
an education, make some friends
and prepare for the real world.
When 1 graduated high
school, I wasn't sure what major
I wanted to pursue. 1 had been
an editor for my high school
newsmagazine and had fun in
the process. So, when people
started asking me what I was
going to study, I said "journalism" so they would quit bugging me for an answer.
I don't really remember
when I finalized my decision to
study journalism, but 1 stuck
with It In my first few days on
campus, I saw a flier for a meeting for people interested in
M nting for 77K- Breeze. Because I
loved my days in my high
school newsroom, I decided to
attend the meeting. I met with
the sports editor and told him
my interest in writing. The next
day, he e-mailed me and
assigned me a story, and that's
how my involvement with The
Breeze all started.
By February of my freshman year, I had written quite
.i bit 1 was encouraged by the
sports editors to apply to be
an editor. Sure enough, the
editor in chief and managing
editor took their chances with
me. It was the best feeling in
the world; 1 was getting a
chance to do what I loved to
do at .mother level.
However, reality hit about a
month after 1 got the job. A day
I'trr returning from Ohio, where
I was covering the women's basketball team's run through the
Women's National Invitation
Tournament, 1 received the
toughest blow of my life — my
dad passed away unexpectedly.
I was lost, confused and looking for answers. Losing a parent is
quite a reality check It made me
grow up quickly and become

responsible. To survive, I
threw myself into my writing
and editing. Since then, I don't
think I've ever stopped.
Two years later, 1 continued
my way up the editorial ladder and was chosen as The
Breeze's editor in chief for my
senior year. By far, being editor in chief has been the
biggest accomplishment of my
life. It's still hard to believe
sometimes that I could work
for and run one of the best college newspapers in the country. Of course, when you make
even the tiniest mistake, the
whole world seems to jump on
you and send you angry emails, yet, I wouldn't trade my
time as editor for anything.
It's hard to believe that my
tenure ended last issue.
Even though I've been
through some hard times in
my life, I've been lucky. In my
four years at JMU, I've had a
job that I loved, I've been able
to make more friends than I
could ever dream of and, best
of all, I've had a blast doing it.
I would like to think that
I've made the best of my college experience. Even though
most of my four years were
spent in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, I have no
regrets. I've been involved with
an important part of JMU —
something I never thought
possible coming out of high
school as the shy person that 1
was. It makes me wonder how
some people can attend four
years of college and do
absolutely nothing other than
go to classes and party.
My only advice to underclassmen is to get involved and
leave your mark on JMU. You
don't have to be the editor of
the newspaper, student body
president or even an athlete.
You just have to find something
that you would love to be a part
of, whether it be an organization, club or some other activity. Don't just settle for being a
statistic on an enrollment list.
Most people only go to college once in a lifetime, so enjoy
your days at JMU because it
might be the best time of your
life. Make the most of your college experience so one day you
can tell others to do the same.
Drew Wilson is a senior
SMAD major who hopes to find a
job in the journalism world so that
he won't have lo end up living m
his parents' guesthouse after graduation like another former editor.

EDITORIAL

Despite 'pork/ highway bill brings improvement
Think of the pothole that seems to
reappear in the driveway every winter, then remember the extra sleep
you used to get before traffic tacked
on an extra 30 minutes to every commute to work. With the U.S. House
of Representatives' recent 357-65
passing of a major $275 billion highway and transit funding bill, those
nuisances hopefully will fade over
the next six years.
Most people in developing areas,
such as Northern Virginia, can
agree that expansion has made the
phrase "bumper-to-bumper" as
common as stoplights. However,
several White House officials are
urging President George W. Bush to
veto the bill, which apparently lacks
a base for such high fiscal spending.
Now, again, think of the potholes.
With several areas in the United
States tearing at the seams from
highway and transit problems, $275
billion is a wise use of taxpayer dollars — dollars that go toward something concrete.
The bill is split up into different
pieces — highway works receive

$217 billion, mass transit systems
receive $51 billion and safety and
research gets about $6 billion.
Included in the funding is a criticized $11 billion for about 3,000 ear
marks — that is, individual projects
— such as a parking lot in Montana
or horse trails in Virginia.
Think of the potholes.
Many opponents to the bill
accuse the earmarks of being "porkbarrel" legislation. What is the
point of electing representatives in
the U.S. House if they aren't going
to vie for specific projects in their
neighborhoods? Compared to the
total of $275 billion included in the
bill, $11 billion is chump change. As
such a small portion of the bill —
the ear marks, though important —
shouldn't lead to hesitation when
voting for the bill.
Again, think of the potholes.
Your state representative —
assuming that he or she voted for
the bill — wants those car-bruising
pits to be filled up, too.
Two other major factors that
push this highway and transit fund-

ing bill above its predecessors, are
its creation of jobs and economically- sound developments.
With a nation whose economy
slowly is making its way out of a
slump, and with presidential elections coming up around the bend,
it would be unwise for President
Bush to veto a bill that can employ
millions.
Similarly, with an
emphasis placed on mass- transit
systems, the bill will allow for bus
and subway systems to be
upgraded and expanded, therefore leaving fewer cars on the
roads and less smog in the air.
While many bills that get
passed through the U.S. House
attempt to fill voids that don't
affect Americans on a day-to-day
basis, this highway and transit
funding bill attempts to fill the
potholes in national transportation as well as local communities.
Often, representatives' wrangling
for benefits for their districts can
detract from a bill, but this time
every district benefits from the
"pork-barrel" legislation.
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A "stay-on-your-own-floor" dart to the
resident adviser who waited outside my
friend's dixir last Friday night just to see if
he could give my friend an IDOC.
From some boys who wish you would keep
your grudges to yourself.

Pat.

A "way-to-luU-them-off-befiiiv-ttiey-evencome-here" dart to the student ambassador
who led her tour group across the street while
the red hand was lit for the crosswalk.
From a junior who respects the traffic laws
imd Hunks that the campus tour guides should
be setting good examples for future students

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison

The house edtf> >n*l reflect* the opinn m. rf the edittnal hard m a whole, and «
not natcaaanly the«>pni.«i of any individual waff member erf TV Brett*

Dart.

A "thanks-for-saving-the-day'' pat to the
girl who held an umbrella over my head for
fifteen minutes in the pouring rain while I was
waiting for my ride.
From a senior on crutches who thinks there
should be more people in this world like you.

A "good-to-see-morals-aren't-dead"
Gt to the gentleman who turned in my
it wallet to the post ottuv
From a very absent-minded fruhmUl
who is glad to be able lo depend on the kindness of strangers.

Dart.

PatA "you-makc-working worthwhile" pat
to all the wonderful students who take the
time to say "Hello" upon entering D-hall.
From a cashier icfio actually looks forward
lo working, just to see all the smiles

A "you-are-disgraceful-excuses-formales" dart to the guys who not only made
inappropriate |ol(M about the I in 4 sexual
assault awareness organization, but then
proceeded to sing degrading songs about
women during the Mr freshman pageant.
From a disgusted female who. far the ftrtt
lime, was ashamed of a JMU event.
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"Mr. Klines to
thank him for his
delicious ice
cream."

"Ms. Cleo, the
psychic, so / could
f top paying 99
a minute to

"Tony Montana
from 'Scarface'
so I could learn
how to push it to
the limit"

SKmher."
Megan Miller
I junior, accounting majoi

Bob Allensworth
junior, ISS major

Nahftn ChiJlKelWphMr' rdilcr

"Cliff of'Cliffs
Notes because he
certainly could
lielp me with my
paper."

Jason Fox

Angle Henderson
junior, hospitality major

sophomore, ISAT major

If you could have the home phone number of anyone, whose would it be and why?
■■ So I was thinking ...

From the wire

JMU professors lack etiquette New condom warning worthwhile
AshleyLusk
As an in-state student, I pay
wards of $10,000 to attend
EL' part of which goes
iDVV.iard class tuition. I once
hl'ari that each class at JMU
Beard
Costs in the neighbornood of
fpsts
per class. To make sun? that
my full $40 worth, I attend
ss regularly — with the
inception being days when I
am ill This semester, however,
WVc discovered that what I'm
•learning" in some classes I can
casik teach myself, and that
dktesroom etiquette is lost on
manv pmtessors at JMU.
* One semester, a professor
of mine came to class comffctely unprepared. The
prot<"-M showed up with
■■pfessor
no l\n%
Powerl*oint slides and pn>
_ded .to type a couple of senfrees..into a V\brd document
UB«iiK tin- computer in the (i.issroom. Ten sentences and 50
minutes later, I'd heard the professor digress on a completely
Irrelevant topic all because he
' nothing better to say.
Later that semester, a professor let my class go four
minutes late because he had
been so busy repetitiously
talking about irrelevant political subjects that he didn't get
to any pertinent classroom
information. As I ran outside,
I saw the bus that I needed to
catch to get me to a meeting
across campus pulling out of
its stop. When I returned to
my room, the professor had
sent the class an e-mail to
remind us that although we
had not finished covering the

If'

material in class, it would be
present on the exam.
Earlier this semester. I stood
outside of a classroom for eight
minutes after it was supposed to
have been let out Not only were
the students inside late, but the
professor's lack of punctuality
also prevented me from adequately preparing the room for a
presentation I had to give during the next class. As witness to
professors who demand respect
in the form of class attendance
and timely arrivals, it only is fair
that professors do the same in
the way of letting students out
of class on time and being prepared for the day's lecture.
I have had professors who
use the classroom to parade
their own politics, make fun
of students and suppress creativity. In my time at JMU,
I've been subjected to the
same routine approaches,
papers and classroom discussions — what happened to
challenging the students?
When students arc begging
for a challenge in college,
something is amiss.
Professors always ask: "Did
you come to college to gain
knowledge or to learn skills for a
higher paying job?" The answer
is both, and, yet, I am doing neither. I can write an A+ research
paper with my eyes closed and
tests simply are memorization
of the book. Many professors
forgo instructional testing and
base their tests solely on the textbook material that is learned
outside the class. In this
instance, it seems all I need from

some professors are their syllabi
and their blessing to only attend
class on exam days.
While I may be held at the
mercy of many students who
are comfortable with the laxity
found in the classroom, I hope
to present a voice for the equally-important number of students who are not. It would
not be fair to say that there is
no subject that I struggle in;
unfortunately, there are several. However, in those classes, it
is my own lack of understanding that causes me to have difficulties, not the level of intensify of the course.
In my time at JMU, I have
had 22 professors; after reviewing their courses, I find that cnly
10 challenged me enough to
take away valuable knowledge
from their courses. So different
was my classroom experience
with these 10 professors that I
would call them outstanding.
Please understand that I do not
believe that teaching involves
fancy PowerPoint presentations, being enthusiastic at 8
a.m. or even that a professor
gives easy As; I'd much rather
work for my grades.
What I expect is to have
gained knowledge, been adequately challenged and to have
been respected as a hardworking student. In return, I will
give professors the full appreciation and attention they
deserve. After all, professorship
is an educational nonor, but so
is attending college.
Ashley Lusk is a junior precommunications studies major.

President George W. Bush
has asked the Food and Drug
Administration to alter the
warnings on the packaging of
condoms so that they include a
warning about their ineffectiveness in preventing human
papillomavirus, commonly
known as HPV — the virus
that causes genital herpes.
The Daily Orange agrees that
such a warning would be worth-

... it is appropriate and
responsible that Bush ...
acknowledge condoms
as part of the national
sexual dialogue ...
while to include on condom
wrappers. Furthermore, it is
appropriate and responsible that
Bush, an unmistakably 9taunch
conservative, acknowledge
condoms as a part of the national sexual dialogue through asking the FDA to reword the
warning they include.
But while such a warning
cannot harm anyone and may
possibly have a positive effect,
it should be noted that the

change will result in very little. Few persons who are
about to employ a condom for
protection during intercourse
are likely to be dissuaded
from continuing with their
course of action after reading
a warning on the back of their
Trojan or Durex package that
the latex contained within
won't effectively prevent them
from contracting genital herpes.
In fact, few if any, are likely to
read the warning at all.
Similar to the Surgeon
General's warnings that are
plastered to the sides of cigarette packs, such a warning
will probably be ignored by
many, and eventually forgotten as even being there.
Regardless of what Bush
would like to add, people will
continue to have sex unabated.
To compound the issue
further, it would be a mistake
for Bush to send the message,
be it indirectly, that condoms
should not be used at all. Sex
education
that
includes
explaining the dangers of sex
in terms of sexually transmitted diseases and the risks of
pregnancy is far superior to
teaching the nation's youth
to abstain from sex completely. No one should be taught
the perils of intercourse or
other sexual behaviors by a
size-six font warning the
moment before they open a

condom wrapper. A respond
ble and completely (rank sex
education needs to be a part
of everyone's
formative
years. It's a slippery slope for
the FDA to send a message
that condoms are ineffectual
as a means to preventing
STDs, even HPV, which is
indeed a piece of data that's
up for debate.
Biochemistry and molecular genetics professor Tom
Broker of the University of
Alabama at
Birmingham
.isM'rts quite strongly that
condoms have been proven to
prevent cervical cancer, which
is often caused by HPV.
Furthermore, the transmission
of HPV is lefNnfid when an
individual has no other STDs,
such as HIV or chlamydia,
whose contraction and transmission is proved to be lessened in probability when |
condom is worn during sex.
hush s proposed augmentation of condom warnings
can't hurt and may at le.i-t
widen the view of sex education by acknowledging condoms. It would be poor logic,
however, for anyone to think
informed and educated sexual encounters can occur from
reading the back of a condom's packaging.
This staff editorial originally
appeared in Syracuse IMmty's
The Daily Orange.

Write for The Biccze opinion section. What's the worst that could happen9
hrcczcopinion v hotmnil. com

On the 2 Big Screens and 34 TV's

Come Watch the Championship Game Tonight!

Georgia Tech
UCONN
Tip-off: Aprox. 8:04 p.m.

call 801.0221 tor mow* information

[then fin

has some
big shoes to fill]

International Culture Show 2004. Bringing cultures together
[for more info contact Taylor Kennedy at U
or visit vs at http //upbjmu cdul
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Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (April 5). You can make great strides forward this year with the help of an intellectual
partner. You provide the motivation and your partner will help you come up with a good plan.

Aries March 21 -April 19
Today is an 8 - A person you don't always
f understand and may not always like is
similarly fascinated with you. Relax. You
may be pleasantly surprised.

Taurus April 20-May 20

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

may seem like it's all on your shoulders
now. That's partially because you've
proven to be so trustworthy in the past.
People think you can do everything maybe you can.

- Tribune Media Services
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Today is a 5 - The pressure is on, and it

tie-

a bell

h

'■

5s

27

Today is an 8 - You're naturally good with
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
i words, but now they may be difficult to
. Today is an 8 - You'll be busy all day
find. Don't worry. Instead, practice your
k
gJfC[ answering calls and catching up with the
nonverbal communication. Give gifts.
^^■Jp news. You also should review your to-do
list or else something could sneak up on
Cancer June 22-July 22
you.
Today is a 5 - A work-related decision
•f could cause changes to your home life as
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
well. Delay your answer if you can. You'll
-^,
Today is a 5 - You're spurred to action
know more about the costs and benefits
WLV. although you may feel that you re still not
on Thursday.
Qmj* quite ready to go. Your concern is quite
Lao July 23-Aug. 22
natural, but it looks as if you've solved all
_ Today is an 8 - The knowledge you seek
the big problems for now so full speed
^^J will come to you. and it will be an insight
ahead.
^^^ you won't forget. Believe in the healing
power of love. It's a conduit for miracles.
Aquarlua Jan. 20-Feb 16
^_ Today is a 9 - Reach out and let somebody
Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Asm know all about your secret dreams. Tell a
Today is a 5 - You don't have to be outra^Sr\ person who's family, or close to it. He or
$JlM Keous to achieve your goals, just persistM V she can help your dreams come true.
4\\ ,nl Y,m might even earn a bonus just for
Pisces Feb. 19-March20
isSkv being so darned polite
—s.
Today is a 5 - Continue to save as much
(£ *%| as V™ 'an fay off all your debts and
~^^y you'll see that all your creditors are eager
to lend you more money.

■

4

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21

When the day after
tomorrow is yesterday
today will be as far from Wednesday as
today was from
Wednesday when the
day before yesterday
was tomorrow. What is
the day after this day?

3

17

Today is a 9 - They say opposites attract,
iTpC so you may be surprised to find yourself
Mitt fascinated by a rowdy, rambunctious
type - again.

Today is a 6 - Being creative isn't the probij^^^. lem, the problem is making it pay.
YH Remember that money saved is the same
tt
7/ as money earned when you're tallying up.
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ACROSS
1 Regatta blades
5 Make into law
10 Gusted
14 Take a dip
15 Longest
French river
16 Singer
McCann
17 Powerful
punch from a
snake?
19 Mil. branch
20 Fireplace
21 York's rank
23 Never growing
old
26 Lion's den
27 Trudges
29 Model
Campbell
33 Guinness of
"Star Wars"
37 Raw mineral
38 Lullaby
location
39 Give a new
look to
40 Woodland
flycatcher
42 Creature
comforts
43 Hors d'oeuvre
45 Exist

J?

4?

46

47

" 31

36
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43
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1

12

11

1
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46 Scandinavian
rugs
47 Room
48 Ambition
50 Fabled
also-ran
52 String-section
member
57 Collapsible

telescope
section

61 Sri _
62 Apiece
63 Outback
guide's snake?
66 Not in favor of
67 Come
afterward
68 Stumble
69 Speech
impediment
70 Trapshooting
71 Male heirs

Play at a

Golf Digest Awaid Wi

64

65
Mi
71

DOWN
38 Author of "Still
1 Or else, in
Me"
music
41 Actor Stoltz
2 Stupefying
44 Bog fuel
3 Fingerprint line 48 Expose as
4 Aroma
false
5 Lilly or Wallach 49 Jazzy
6 Sine qua
Fitzgerald
7 Helps out
51 Yahoos
8 Fishing baskets 53 Continues on
9 Latin land
and on
10 Snake for a
54 Opening bars
sad sprinter?
55 Flock of geese
11 Writer Alther
56 Infield covers
12 Enthusiasm
57 Settlement
13 Float on the
58 Rajah's
wind
consort
18 Shed tears
59 Play divisions
22 Marchetti or
60 Latin being
Cappelletti
64 Shade
24 Incline
65 NYC opera
25 Tender
house
28 Thermos
inventor
30 Give sanction
to
31 Flat-topped
formation
32 Furies
33 Curves
34 Jump
35 Novelist
Ferber
36 Snake crop?
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JMU students volunteer at art festival
organized for local special needs students
Story by contributing writer Tracy Hacker
Photos by Laura Dean
Graphics by Jenny Chanthapanya
Face painting, bag decorating, said he was happy to work with the
jewelry making, dance and JMU student volunteers, and excitedmusic workshops were among ly said, "1 liked Dan and Jenny," the
many of the activities that brought ear- two volunteers that assisted him
to-ear smiles to the faces of special throughout the day.
needs students at the Vision, Strength.
There also were workshops in the
Artistic Expression Arts Festival last visual and performing arts, including
Thursday and Friday.
dance and music that special needs
The festival is an effort of VSA students could participate in. At
arts of Virginia and JMU's chapter of lunchtime the students enjoyed a conKappa Pi, the art and art history cert by junior Ross Copperman, who
honor fraternity. The event also had played his guitar and sang songs to
many volunteers from the special them.
education department and other
"Playing for kids at the VSA festival
organizations at JMU.
made me feel like my music career is
"It's been really rewarding, "Jennifer really worth it." Copperman said, who
Terrill said, the festival's coordinator added that the kids' happiness made
and a member of Kappa Pi. She said she him feel the show was successful.
enjoyed the festival and realized what a
Nineteen-year-old Jason Mulcahy,
valuable experience it was for everyone who also attends Wilson Memorial
Involved. She thinks that the festival High School, said his (avoote part
provided the special needs students was the music. When asked what
with an artistic setting they otherwise creation he was most proud of makmay not have experienced. "It is a way ing at the various stations, he enthufor them to express themselves in a dif- siastically replied, "I made a mask!"
ferent way," she explained. She thinks Mulcahy also said he fully intends to
that due to a lack of funding "art is not participate in the VSA Arts Festival
often emphasized in schools."
again next year.
The two-day event took place at the Ellen Holsinger, an aid in one of
Harrisonburg Recreation Center and
the special education classwas open to any special education
rooms at Wilson Memorial, also
teacher and his or her students.
enjoyed the festival. She said
Invitations were sent out to the schools she thought that the people responsiof three counties, Roekingham, ble for developing the two-day art fesAugusta and Page. The first day of the tival had done a great job. "It's just fanfestival was limited to secondary edu- tastic," she said. "It gives (the students]
cation teachers and students, the sec- a chance to interact with their peers ..
ond day to elementary education.
it allows them to express their own
personal interests without (teachers
and teacher aids] always telling them
what to do."
Sophomore Morgan Neil, a member of Kappa Pi, said that this is the
second year that she has been
While [special education
involved with the VSA An-- I estival.
students] are here, they are
It's a wonderful thing to see the kids
come out and enjoy themselves," she
jully engaged, active
said. She thinks that one of the many
benefits of this event is that it "gives
participants who are
[the special needs students] a feeling
of accomplishment," because thty
solving artistic problems in
were able to enjoy their day and
a truly sophisticated way.
bring their creations home to show
off to friends and family. She also
-KathT Schwartz
agreed that much of the students'
JMI> faculty sponsor
excitement is a result of them being
able "to express themselves differently than they can in school."
Kathy Schwartz, JMU's faculty
sponsor for the event, has been
involved with the festival for four
years. Schwartz said that many of
"VSA arts of Virginia's mission is to ilu -indent volunteers become a part
improve ihe lives of people with dis- of the special education program as
abilitiesjmd their surrounding commu- a direct result of working with the
nitiei through providing rich, accessible special needs children. "After workartistic opportunities," according to the ing here just one day, they have
added
the special education
VSA Web site, wivw.vsart&org.
There was an average of 25 volun- endorsement," she said.
teers at the festival each day, and Schwartz also thinks that part
between the two days, an estimated
of the success of this event is
because "while [special edu120 students participated, according to
cation students] are here, they
members of Kappa Pi.
The students participated in art- are fully engaged, active particithemed activities at stations that were Cants who are solving artistic probset up around the gym of the
:m» in a truly sophisticated way."
Harrisonburg Recreation Center. The She added that this event gave
stations included maraca making, face JMU students the opportunity to
painting bag decorating mural paint- provide "something that is real for
ing jewelry making, drawing with the community."
yam, printmaking, stained glass makJunior Lauren Sadler, a member
ing, mask construction, puppet-mak- of Kappa Pi, said she received a
ing and creating tissue paper flowers.
sense of fulfillment after working at
Josh Robertson, a 17-year-old stu- the VSA Arts Festival. Like many of
dent who attends Wilson Memorial the volunteers, Sadler said she is
High School in Augusta County, said looking forward to being involved
he was excited to be at this year's fes- with this event next spring. She said
tival. While at the festival, he painted that her favorite part of the day was
a picture of a monster truck as part of "seeing the smiles on the kids' faces
a large mural and had a small Duke and having the satisfaction of
Dog painted on his left cheek. He adding joy to their day."

-66

95 _

Students, starting top left and clockwise, from Clymoro Elementary School with Duke Dog;. Students from Clymore
Elementary School. JMU student Tally Johnston and Plains Elementary School student Tristan Kennedy. Nancy Gray,
executive director of the VSA arts of Virginia, Wilson Memorial H.S. students Margaret Can and Jennifer Moore.
Student with Duke Dog. Wilson Memorial H.S. student Aaron Griffin and JMU student Ashley Some.
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The 2004 Nancy Powell Hardaway Speaker Series Presents:

JMU, like Harrisonburg. has changed
dramatically since my days as a student. When I
graduated, it was still Madison College, and
Harrisonburg was a fraction of its current size. JMU
has grown from a small local college into one of the
top universities in our region.

SPACE TRAVEL: FOOD, NUTRITION, AND HEALTH ISSUES
Featuring Barbara Rice, MS, RD, LD, Research Dietician
And
Vickie Kloeris, MS, Food Scientist

JMU graduates are leaders in our community
Graduates as well as current students support local
charities, contribute culturally and athletically and
just plain make life here interesting. The children of
faculty and graduates have contributed to the
excellence of our school system. I believe our
community would suffer without all of you.

Location: 2301 Health and Human Services, JMU
Date: Tuesday, April 13, 2004
Time: 7:00 p.m.
All are Welcome!
Live Music!

C\AM
^

Co

°fc-0//#

hosted by Kappa Delta Rho

Food!

*•

Saturday, April 10th. from noon to 6 p.m.
on Hillside Field
all proceeds will benefit the United Way
of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County
tickets available at:
Warren Hall Box Office
for $3

For more info, contact:
Scott Weckstein,
weckstse@Jmu.edu

If elected to City Council, I will seek to promote a stronger relationship between
the City and JMU. Additionally. I will not overlook the concerns of faculty,
employees and students in their dual role as citizens of our City. All of you are vital
components of our community. If we have differences, we must work through them
to do what is best for the community so we all benefit in the end

CHENAULT
FOR HARRISONBURG CITY COUNCIL

«S3SI8!*
Greek Olympic Games
p.m.
Monday 4-7
Letter Day
Commons Day on the Commons!
11-3 p.m.
Tuesday Greek
Week T-Shirt day
Community Service Day <S> Fest. Field

Carnival for the Kids"
p.m.
Wednesday 5-7
Letter Day
BBQ and Cook-off <S> Festival
Thursday 4-7
p.m.
SING <S> Godwin!
Friday GREEK
5 p.m.
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You'll be the first thing she sees
when she wakes up...
Advertise with The Breeze
540.568.6127

www.thebreeze.org

the_breeze@jmu.edu
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■ Bands rock the block

STYLE

Over 100 bands played
(his weekend on campus
and around town.
S«« story below
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"I came to see the new bands that I
haven*t had a chance to see yet, but I also
like to see all the hot indie chicks."
CHRIS STATIS

senior

Portability technology not always up to par
BY

DAVE NORMAN
staff writer

Portability — the ability to
be carried or moved with ease
— and convergence — the
coming together from different
directions — are the two defining characteristics of our digital world in the 21st century In
a society where survival
directly is related to the swiftness in which we are able to
gel things done, having technology that is able to keep up
with this fastpace is a must.
Portable devices have been
around since the mid '80s with
the
introduction
of the
Walkman, the portable radio,

—

REVIEW

the portable handheld television and the portable telephone
— a progression of portability to
make ones life better
It is not so much the portability of certain devices that
receives attention lately, but
their convergence with other
devices. Consumers across
America seem to desire a onesize-fits-all solution to their
organization, communication,
location, data and entertainment
needs — all in a single device.
When one thinks of portable
electronics, laptops, cellular
phones and personal data assistants are among the first devices
to come to mind.
Over the last five years, lap-

tops have become, for many
individuals, a portable office
with many rmxlrls matching
the performance and power of
their primary desktop systems. The blitz of a wireless

world promotes the tetherless
busjiussperson who can
assume the same job functions
while at a Starbucks in Saigon
or behind
a desk
in
Washington, DC. While the

—

wireless push is increasing the
portability of laptops, the convergence of technologies is not
as prominent as in the cell
phone industry.
Many predictions have
been made that wired phones
will become a thing of the past
in the near future, as many
households already use cell
phones as their primary telephone service.
Cell phones are much
more than simply phones
now. Over the last year, consumers began to see digital
cameras embedded into cell
phones. It may sound cool,
but none of the pictures are of
great quality — most lack

flashes to take any type of
real photo inside a building.
Camera phones can deliver
about 1 megapixel resolution,
which do resolution 3"-by-5"
photos, according to the I Commerce News Web site,
unow.ecommercetimes.com. Cell

phone and PDA combinations
recently have been released
that are small enough for the
user to use both functions
and not feel as if they are
holding a book to their ear.
Many cell phones now also
are equipped with e-mail,
custom
hngtones,
news
updates and many other servsee TECH page 12

REVIEW

'Baby'
short on
grandeur

*?m

Wt'

BY ASHLEY LUSK

staff writer
As one walks through life,
he or she can't help but look
at males and females walking
by and think — "Maybe
Baby, It's You." Focusing on
love, marriage, the differences between men and
women and toying with the
idea of soulmates, "Maybe
Baby, It's You" brought
much-needed comedy to the
topic of. romance Friday and
Saturday night in the Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
"Maybe' is a lormer offBroadway show comprised of
a series of comedic vignettes
between two actors. In this
particular performance, the
male and female characters are
played by Marc Diraison ("On
the Ra/zle") and Keely
Sheehan ("Peter Pan").
The show opens with one
male character and one female
character in single pools of
light on the stage. The two
intermittently describe their
perfect partner, beginning with
idealized characteristics of
"swimsuit model," and spiritual." However, the sound of a
speedily ticking clock reminds
them of their romanticized
ideas and so they lower their
standards until they are left
with "Sears catalog model,"
and 'Can tolerate my mother '
As the stage fades to black
after the first scene and the
actors rush to change, disembodied voices are heard over
the sound system. The audience listens to people from off
the street being inlrniiwiJ
with questions about love.
"How important is attraction?," the intrrvit'wrr asks.
"Chemistry? Well, chemistry is
Hist icing on the cake," the
voice of a woman answers
And it's true in "Maybe."
During the first act, Diraison
net BABY, page U

BY KYLF. BUCHANAN

contributing writer
From all across the nation,
indie, hardcore and punk rock
music fans swarmed |\1l
Friday afternoon for the twoday, eighth annual MidAtlantic
college
Radio
Conference - MACRoCK.
Many of the tattooed,
spike-haired,
fish-netted
crowd attended performances from over 100 bands who
were showcased at different
locations throughout campus
and Harrisonburg.
The locations were determined by the genre and
style of music played by
each of the bands.
Bands such as Hopesfall,
Between the Buried and Me and
The Red Chord were heard in
Godwin Hall at the hard-core
show. The 1X7 Ballroom played
host to indie bands such as
Pedro the Lion and Mates of
State. Hip-hop bands such as
[>xi|ah Raze and Indigent "jWomb were found in Daw*.
Taverna while other, smaller
venues displayed other styles of
music, such as singer/songwriters at Court Square Theater.
What sets MACRoCk apart
from most other festivals is the
chance for concert-goers to go
from one venue to the next
and hear up-and-coming
bands for a ticket price of $20
tor the weekend.
I came to MACRoCk
MOMM 1 wanted to experience
new bands," junior Sean
Nyhan said. "I also like the fact
that there are multiple venues."
Seven different locations
PtKHm By KR1STY NKfH.tCWsrni»r pkxognipher were made available to per-

formers this year, stretching
from as far as The little (.rill to
the College Center Grand
Ballroom on campus.
The total attendance for the
entire weekend, including
concertgoers, bands and staff,
was well over 4,000, according
to MACRoCk manager Justin
Bridgewater.
MACRoCk's
attendance was about 2,000
higher in 2002, according to
the April 3rd, 2003 issue of The
Breeze The smaller turnout
displeased some of the attendees, including Harrison
Christy, a high school graduate
from Fredericksburg.
"It's just smaller than I
expected it to be," Christy said.
Despite the smaller turnout,
those who attended still found
the $20 weekend pass to be well
worth the money. Many fans
said the 20 green ones was a
small price to pay because of
the large number of bands.

Hard-core band Glass Casket,
from Winston-Salem, N. C,
provided ample energy on
Friday night in the Sinclair
Gymnasium. To counteract the
craziness at Godwin Hall,
Pedro the lion, an indie-rock
band, wrapped things up
Friday night in the PC
Ballroom. The band Pedro combined a lighter sound and
David Kazan's signature vocals
with unique question and
answer periods between songs.
Bands that perform at
MACRoCk seem to enjoy the
festival just as much as those
who attend. "It's really nice
playing here a JMU," said
Adam Cody, the lead singer of
Glass Casket. "We will definitely come back if we are given the
chance next year."
Hopesfall lead singer Ryan
Tarrish also was satisfied with
tee ROCK, page 12

MACRoCK concluded last Saturday after over 100 bands played at various venues on campus
and around Harrisonburg. Included In these bands were Paint It Black (left) and HopesfaN (right)

Springtime fashion poses dress problem for males
Let's face it, there are simple, dccplv embedded characteristics that separate men
from women. As a result. WCft*
ety has come up with analogies to explain these differences, e.g. saying things like
men are from Mars and
women an1 from Venus.
I have become painfully
aware of these differences m
the world of fashion. Most
women have an idea of colors, textures and other fashion items that are appealing
to the eve Women's sensihv
ity and understanding of
these factors can help them
understand the basics of the
Euhlon world.
Men, however, do not seem
to have this luxury Most m.iles
faahjpn sense is limited to the

colors assiviated with their
favorite
sports
teams,
therefore, men need fashion
help, and lots of it.
In order to explain the
basics of fashion, I will tie t<>
compare essential wardrobe
facts in terms of stereotypically
male terminology.
Springtime fashion is like
the Final I our of basketball,
during which every designer
or team is trying to compete
and show off their best
skills. Therefore, you should
do most of your shopping
during this season when the
clothes are hot. Remember
that shopping is like a game
where the goal is to find a
few items to update your
wardrobe without breaking
the hank Therefore,
I'll',
scope
■

out the competition by visiting stores and taking note of
pn.es .in.! stvlcs fhen, pick
out a few items that are
trendy enough to keep you
up-to-date,
but
classic
enough to wear for years. If
you want some home-field
advantage, get some help

from a female friend.
Now that you know how to
play the game, you need to
know the rules for picking great
clothes that match your personal style. Treat your wardmbe
like a team, which needs a range
of talent and abilities to achieve
overall success. Having 20 black

shirts is like having 20 quarterbacks and no linesmen. Invest in
colors you typically wouldn't
buy. Aside from colors, tryout
different thicknesses and textures. For example, purchase
heavv and lightweight swc.it
shirts, cotton and linen shirts
and shirts with long and short
sleeves. Variety is the key to
staying strong all season long,
whether in fashion or in sports.
Finally, do not be afraid to
take risks. The biggest mistake I see men make is in
wearing clothes that are too
simple. Beef up your uniform
by layering sweaters over
shirts or jackets on top of
sweatshirts |ust like detailing
a car will set it apart from
stock cars in performance and
appearance, the same goes for

Springtime fashion is
like the Final Four of
basketball, during
which every designer
or team is trying to
compete and show off
their best skills.
fashion.
Upgrade
your
clothes by investing in ripped
jeans, or -cool stitching that
turn a boring outfit into an
interesting one.
Now, you are free agents of
design and you must fight your
way through the fashion world.
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ROCK: 'Monsoon' to drench JMU
Jam on Student-written play runs this week
BY DRF.W LI.PP

staff writer

R(KK, fnm fqp 11
the
experience.
Despite
enduring the lon£ trip from
North Carolina, Parrish said.
It'j always really cool playing here at JMU and having
such a great turnout. It really
surprised me how well we
were received."
But MACRoCk was not just
about the bands and the music
— panel discussions also were
held Saturday in Taylor Hall to
inform individuals who are
intoaitad in the pursuing a
career in the music industry.
The panels included discussions and lectures about labels
and record pnimotions, hints on
how to promote bands, and how
to book iind promote show!
Some people came to
MACRoCk to listen and other
peopk' came to Warn, but at least
one person came with another
incentive
1 come lo see the new bands
that I haven't had a chance to see
yet," 9enior Chris Stathis said
;
t>ut I also |Ba lo see all the hot
indk'dikks

"Monsoon" will run
April 6-11 at 8 p.m. at
Theatre II and tickets are $3.
The play is an experimental production written
and directed by senior
Adam Enatsky, a student
playwright and producer
"Monsoon" portrays —
through the use of monologue
and
flashback
sequences — the story of a
now-deceased drug addict
and his attempt to combat
his dependence, according
to Enatsky.
The lead roles are played
hv seniors Brandon Stacey
and Malia Hall.
Enatsky, who won the
JMU Film Festival in 2002,
sought to find a new
medium to display his
writing,
according to
Enatsky. It was decided
that theater, since it was
more actor-based than
film, was the media
through which he wanted
to achieve this. He then

created "Monsoon" in
August while riding the
metro up to Washington,
D.C. for his summer
internship.
He was unable to completely escape his background in film-making,
and some of that shows in
"Monsoon."
"I was still in movie
mode when I wrote this,"
Enatsky said. "It has 22
scenes, which is very unusual for theater."
Writing and producing
the show was quite a
daunting task for Enatsky.
"I knew that JML nftl ■>
program that allows students to propose shows to
direct so I submitted a
script,"
Enatsky said.
"The hardest part was
shopping for a theater faculty advisor. Nobody
knew who I was since I
was an ISAT major."
Eventually Tom Arthur,
a professor in the school of
theatre and dance, read the
script and found it worthy
of being produced.

Dips_and-sa]sa

Despite backing from
Arthur, "Monsoon" just
narrowly made it to the
stage. The faculty panel
that decides which plays
to include in the spring
2004 season of experimental theater voted a 8-7
decision, narrowly in
favor of "Monsoon."
Auditions were the most
stressful part of the production, according to Enatsky.
Since the majority of the
characters in the original
script were male, and most of
those in JMU's theatre program are female, some roleswitching was necessary to
create more female characters.
As a first-time director,
Enatsky says he owes a lot to
his cast and crew for helping
him.
"The cast has been indispensable," he said. "They
added style to the show and
depth to the characters by the
use of costumes, makeup and
lighting design. The actors
were an integral part of the
whole play — they bring life
to the characters."

CAROLYN WAl.SER/n4>fc*f*/if<fe/
Student* dance freestyle following an hour of lessons at The Latino Student Alliance's Salsarangue.

'MAYBE': Amusing, but somewhat choppy
-66

MAYBE, from pa#e 11

And it's true in "Maybe." During
the first act, Diraison and Sheehan
run thnxigh the dialogue perfectly and hit all the right cues, but
unfortunately, it's slightly lackluster and over the top. The lines
were spoken perfectly, although
thc\' wen1 spoken as if they were
being read from a script
However, as the second act
begins, Diraison and Sheehan
come to the stage with a sense
0* renewed energy, as well as
a much-needed chemistry to
light up the more serious
scenes from the show.
Diraison is great with the
male characters as he portrays a
different and unrelated individual in each scene. He even main.lains a fun Humphrey Bogart-

performance in a scene about
two divorced elderly people
who reignite their love on the
We've played to
sideline at their grandson's
audiences ...of 20 game. This portion of the play
was so convincing that it was
where their laughter easv to forget that these were the
two youthful actors who
fuels the performance. same
were dancing around the stage
moments before.
—Keely Shwhan justHome
to a simple set of five
female lead
nondescript black panels built by
the JMU theatre department,
"Maybe" depends on the strong
personalities of its two characters
esque voice in a scene about love to recreate the settings.
vs. lust. Sheehan is talented as
Costuming is simple as well,
well, but seems to let her charac- as Diraison wears black pants
ters run together — even drop- and a shirt and Sheehan wears a
ping her "dame" accent for a short white dress. The pair added
large portion of one scene.
props and clothing to accent the
However, both Sheehan and scenes, but the show is all about
Diraison gave an outstanding the characters— not the stage.

"Maybe" is enjoyable, but has
several kinks to be worked out
Lighting lagged, Diraison and
Sheehan's slow warming to each
other threw off the initial pull and
the transitional voice-overs, while
interesting to listen to, are choppy.
As part of JMU's Masterpiece
Season Encore Series, "Maybe"
was advertised to supporters of
JMU theatre, alumni and the
Harrisonburg community, in
addition to students. The audience yielded no students however, save the ushers. There were
40 or so among the people in
attendance.
"laughter is infectious,"
Sheehan said. "We've played to
audiences of 200 where you
could hear a pen drop and to an
audience of 20 where their
laughter fuels the performance."

TECH: Gadgets
match society's pace
TECH, from pay.- /1

ices that vary from carrier to
carrier The latest cell phono
addition is a video camera
that captures small clips of
video from your phone.
Global Positioning Systems
will be the next convenience
factor that will be included in
portable devices so users can
pull out their cell phone and
follow their route via a miniature map located on their
phone's screen
We are a fast-paced society,
constantly in a race to get from
one place to another and

accomplish everything required
in between. The nature of
American society inevitably has
demanded so many excessive
and unnecessary luxuries from
a fast-paced world that this
society also demands everything quicker and sooner.
Ultimately though, more
will be desired in the name of
convenience and luxury in
the future. What's next for
technology? I don't know that
anyone can predict the next
revolutionary device — but I
am sure you will witness it in
your lifetime.

THE PLAY THAT PAYS
COME WATCH
THE NCAA FINALS @
THE PUB:
IF EITHER TEAM WINS ON A
BUZZER BEATER WELL
PICK UP YOUR DINNER TAB.

dothepub.com
Only Raw Bar in Harrttonborg
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"Ibe key to winning these matches
is to always stay positive ... the
momentum can change quickly ..."
MARGIE ZESINGER

senior tennis player

WOMEN'S TENNIS

LACROSSE

JMU rolls over Delaware,
Towson in CAA matches
Zesinger, Brown lead
Dukes to two victories
MN1S H(Mr()MBK/i.«i/n/»uin|i ptutugnipher
Junior defender Aahlee Dardlne, right,
and JMU beat William & Mary Friday.

Dukes defeat
William & Maty
No. 7-ranked JMU led 8-1 .it halftime and
went on to an 11-8 victory over the College
of William & Mary Friday at the JMU
Lacrosse Complex
Senior midfielder Gail Decker scored
three goals and had two assists while
senior midfielder Meghan Hannum
added two more goals for the Dukes,
who improved to 6-3 overall and 1-0 in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
The Dukes scored on three consecutive
shots in 3:47 to take a 4-1 Wad midway
through the first half.
William & Mary cut the deficit to 6-1, but
with 130 left to go in the first half. Hannum
tacked on her second goal of the afternoon
to put the Dukes back in control.
JMU increased their lead to 9-4 on junior attacker Jessica Brownridge's goal
early in the second half.
The Tribe again closed to within run ,it
10-8, but a late goal by freshman attacker
Kelly Berger preserved the victory for JMU.
—front staff reports

— HALL OF FAME —

Hall of Fame
Class of 2004
JMU's Sports Hall of Fame welcomed
four new members Friday in the university's
annual Hall of Fame induction ceremony.
Football player Woody Bergeria was a
former K.xt.ik tirst-team all-American and
was JMU's Defensive Player of the Year during his senior season He was an Associated
Press honorable mention all-American in
1975 and 1977, and currently ranks second
all-time on the JMU career sacks list with 28.
lulu I ranken Graessle played on twoCAA
basketball championship learns in 1986 and
1987. She earned all-American recognition by
the American Women's Sports Federation in
1986 and finished her JMU career with 1,091
points and 825 rebounds.
I iel.1 hex-key coach Christy Morgan led
the 1994 team to a NCAA national championship and a Final Four appearance in 1995.
Her teams had a 20-game winning streak
against CAA opponents from 1994-'96 and
she finished her coaching career at JMU with
a 133-66-2 record.
Adam Wheatcroft was the most MC0OI
plished archer in the history of JMU. He was
a three-time collegiate all-American and a
member of the United States National Team
in 2001 and 2002. Wheatcroft won the US.
intercollegiate championship twice in his
JMU career, first as a freshman and later as a
junior. He was diagnosed with brain cancer
in 2003, shortly after winning his second
U.S. intercollegiate title. Wheatcroft
passed away on Oct. 28,2003.
—from staff reports

BY TODD BACCHI

contributing writer
The women's tennis team
routed Colonial Athletic
Association foe University of
IX'laware 6-1 Friday. The
Dukes won five of their six
singk's matches and all three
doubles matches.
ITiis victory improved
JMU'S record to 10-4 overall
and to 1-1 in the CAA.
Due to rain, the matches
were moved from their original site at the Hillside tennis
courts to the Bridgewater
College Indoor Courts.
As a result of the change
in location, only two women's
matches could be played at a
time, thus causing the matches to last just over seven
hours.
Despite the fact that JMU
lost only one match all day,
coach Maria Malerba complimented Delaware on their
"exceptional depth." She
also noted that "every match
was competitive."
Senior Margie Zesinger
earned the toughest of the.
Dukes' five singles victories,
defeating Delaware's Sari
Shuster in the No. 1 singles
match in straight sets, 6-4,6-4.
Zesinger came from
behind to win in both sets.
In the first set, Zesinger
trailed Shuster 4-1 after five
games. She set the tone at the
start of the sixth game with
two consecutive aces, en
route to winning the last five
games of the first set.
Zesinger trailed again
in her second set, this

time 4-2, but won four
consecutive games to take
the second set.
"The key to winning these
matches is to always stay positive because the momentum
can change quickly when two
teams play each other,"
Zesinger said.
Coach Malerba acknowledged the good play in the
singles matches, but said
she was "particularly
impressed by the way our
doubles ream played."
In the No. 2 doubles
match, senior Spencer
Brown and Zesinger cruised
to an 8-0 victory over Liz
MOW and Beth Principle of
Delaware.
The young doubles team of
freshman Lauren Graham and
sophomore Ashley Reyher
defeated Delaware's Katie
Miller and Stefan* Riddle 8-3,
while the No. 1 doubles team
of juniors Kristen Veith and
Rebecca Vanderelst prevailed
in their match, 8-2
Veith emphasized the
vast importance of the
Dukes' victory over
Delaware. Veith discussed
that she knew "this weekend
would be a big weekend
because we're playing three
consecutive matches against
conference teams, and we
knew we had to raise our
level of play, which we did."
Both Veith and Malerba
mentioned that the team
hadn't practiced Wednesday
and Thursday due to the
bad weather.
see TENNIS, page U

MEN'S TENNIS

Dukes earn pair of conference wins
BY JENN CHAPMAN

contributing writer

NATHAN CHIANTH J JJpImm nlunr
Junior David Emery return* a shot against Towson
University. Emery won Ms match 6-1, 6-1.

BASEBALL

JMU splits CAA
doubleheader
The Diamond Dukes split a doublcheader with Virginia I ommonwealth University
Saturday at The Diamond in Richmond.
JMU took the opener 343 behind m-.hm.in
pitcher Bobby I -asko, who tossed six and onethird innings of scoreless relief. Lasko's victory
came at the expense of highly touted VCU
right-handed pitcher Justin Orenduff.
JMU dropped the nightcap 2-1 Red shirt
freshman catcher Dan Santobianco hit Ins
seventh home run of the season to fie the
score at 1-1 and send the game into extra
innings. VCU's Scott Sizemore broke the tie
with ,i single- off freshman n-liel pitcher
Travis Risser to win the gam lor the Rams.
JMU is I1"- OVenUI and 2-3 in the
Colonial Athletic Associatn m
—from staff reports

KATHRYN OARIANtVmffyfcWpHiaw
The Duke* earned two vlctortea over CAA team* thlat weekend, defeating both the
Unlveralty of Delaware and Toweon University to Improve their record to 11-4.

With a comeback victory in doubles
play, JMU earned a team victory against
the University of Delaware Friday at the
Hillside tennis courts.
It was JMU's fifth straight win.
The pair of sophomore John Snead and junior Martin Rwhricht was behind 6-3 before
they won five straight games to come up with
an 8-6 win.
"It is important to get that first point to start
off the match right and take some pressure off
the individual games," Snead said.
Although the No. 2 doubles team of junior
David Emory and senior Colin Malcolm lost a
close game, 8-6, it was the No. 3 doubles pair
of freshman Brian Clay and senior Craig
Anderson that pulled out an 8-3 win to give
the Dukes the doubles match point.
The team continued their succes in singles
play with Snead playing Delaware's No. 2-

seeded Sanjay Khindri, defeating his opponent
in two sets, 6-0 and 6-1
Roehricht, as the No. 3 singles seed, aLso
won in two sets 6-1 and 6-1. He was followed
by wins by the No 4-seeded Anderson, 6-3
and 6-2.
With a point from each of those wins, the
match was called. The Dukes were winning
4-0, and the No. 1-seeded Emory never finished his match. He had won his first set 7-6
and was winning the second set 3-0 before
the match was called
"It's really good to pick up a win
against Delaware because we hope to fall
in a fourth or fifth ranking in the conference," Snead said.
"Our goal is to play the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington in tournament play," he
added. "So beating Delaware and Towson is
essential to get that seed."
JMU beat Towson University 4-0 later that
afternoon for their fifth straight win. They are
now 8-7 overall.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Georgia Tech barks loudly in underdog role
Jack, Yellow Jackets ride momentum all the way to National Championship game birth
BY BYRAN BURWELL

St. Louis Post-Dispatch
What if Georgia Tech is the best
Mm in college basketball?
Think about that for a moment
while we all get over our Oklahoma
stale University fixations — the
same way we got over our
University of Kentucky fixations and
our Kansas University fixations, our
Conzaga University fixatioas and
our St. Joseph's University fixations.
We adjust to the fact that'll I
gom and the Georgia Iivh rellov.
|,u k.ls are now in the NCAA national ichampionship
tin
game.

Think about that for a moment knowing that," Jack said "There is that seems to work quite well toi
Hewitt and the Yellow Jackets.
because that's what the kids from no fear of the unknown."
Why weren't any of us paying Even on Saturday night, when Tech
Tech were doing Saturday night
inside their locker room alter their attention? What took us so long and OSU put on a marvelous
to figure it out? Every time you down-to-the-wire thriller, it was
:;IT\ i-|,ingling, last-second 67-65 victory over OSU in the national semifi- saw Tech coach Paul Hewitt on still billed as the warm up act for
TV, he seemed to have this clever Duke and UConn, the two biggest
nals in the Alamodome.
Moments after the big victory, grin on his face, like he was the name brands in college hoops.
You could almost sense that most
and even before the University of only one in on the joke that
Connecticut beat Duke UuiVtnHy somehow cast the Yellow Jackets of the 44,417 witnesses who crowdfor the final spot in the titk' gem*. in the underdog role from the ed into the Alamodome had come in
early to wait politely for Tech and
Tech guard Jarrett Jack sat in his start of their tournament run.
"Well I wouldn't say I was the OSU to do their thing so the headlocker stall with this big and delightful smile because he knew his team only one who knew," Hewitt said. "I liners could take over the stage.
already had beaten both this season. knew, but so did all the guys in that There has been an undercurrent here
"It docs a great deal for our room across the way."
see I'NDKRIHHi. page H
Flying under the radar is a role
confidence level sitting here

.....
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UNDERDOG: Georgia Tech flies under
radar on road to NCAA championship

KATEI.VN WYSZYNSH/MaTpaMoinv*^
The DuhM want o*ap In tknm kl two fm ajBalmtf UNC-W.
Mttlnc JMU records lor home run* kl a fame by ■ skiaja player..

Record-setting day
at UNC-W leads to
JMlTs twin bill sweep
JMU (1R-16)(4-1) swept
a doublcheader against
the University of North
Carolina- Wilmington (15241(1-4) Saturday, winning
the first Rame 7-3 and taking the second, 7-1 at

homer effort.
Sophomore pitcher, and
reigning Colonial Athletic
Association Pitcher of the
Week
Briana
Carrera
picked up the win while
tossing a complete game
UNC-vv ■ Bowman Field. for the Dukes, improving
Game one was highlight- to 7-6 for the year.
ed by a )MU record — four
In game two, the home
home runs in one garni'.
run trend continued with
Junior first baseman sophomore right fielder
Katie Jaworski added one Megan Smith becoming
more record to the history the second player in JMU
books when she became history to launch 2 homers
the first JMU player ever in one game.
to hit two home runs in ,i
Smith would turn in a 2
single game.
for 4 performance for the
The homers were num- game and accounted for 4
bers three and four on the of JMU's 7 runs
season for Jaworski and
Taking the circle for the
gave her the team lead in Dukes in the game two
that category.
was junior Liz George,
Jaworski would finish who threw a complete
the game 2 for 3 with 2 game of her own, and
home runs, 3 RBI's and 2 JMU's second of the day.
runs scored.
George fanned 7 en
Other performers includ- route to her sixth victory
ed freshman designated of the season.
hitter Sally Smith and junAfter
taking
both
ior catcher Ashlee Shenck games in the twin bill
who both went deep for Saturday, JMU is 10-2 in
their first collegiate home their past twelve games.
runs in JMU's record four
—from staff reports

KARI Ml IM>I\( Ban Cam b
Georgia Tech guard Will Bynum celebrates his game-winning
lay-up In Saturday night's victory over Oklahoma State.

UNDERDOG,from pagt 13
all weekend that the "real"
national championship game
was Duke vs. UConn.
But, before reducing Tech's
status to straight man in
Monday's title game, it would
be wise to take a look at the
results of its season. One of
GT's 28 victories was a 77-61
spanking of Connecticut in
the Preseason NIT semifinals.
Another victory was a stunning 76-68 victory over Duke
that snapped the Blue Devils'
41-game winning streak at
Cameron Indoor Stadium.
Yet, in the title contest,
just like in nearly every other
big game they've played lately, the Jackets arc the fivepoint underdog, according to
the number posted late
Saturday by America's Line
in Las Vegas — but maybe
that's a mistake. Maybe it's
time to start looking at
Georgia Tech through a more
positive prism.
Final Four underdogs?
Uhhh, I don't think so
Not anymore.
They've been calling us
underdogs all year," senior
guard Marvin Lewis said.
"It's gotten to the point now
where we're cool with it. It

didn't make a difference
whether we were the higher
seed or not. The perfect example was last week when we
were a better seed (No. 3)
than Kansas (No. 4 in the St.
Louis Regional), But, they
were favored by 4 points. But
now we're just feeding off it.
We know how good we are.
This underdog thing kinda
works for us now."
\I I .wis s,it there playing
up this underdog business,
someone asked him, "So how
can you be the underdog?"
"Well, because people just
seem to look at us that way,"
Lewis said. "And I'm not
about to stop them from
doing it either tu'eause, like I
said, we sort of feed off that."
He was then told that his
cover vv.is about to be blown.
"I'm going to call you the
favorite," someone said. "I'm
going to tell everyone you are
the best team in the Final Four.
What do you say to that?"
"Thanks," Lewis said.
"I'll really appreciate that,
too, because it means all
our hard work is finally
being recognized. Yeah, go
ahead and call us that
favorite. That would be
kind of cool."

TENNIS: Matches moved to Bridgewater
as JMU wins two in conference match up
TENNIS.frompigrll
Malerba said she was
impressed that "the team
came out so enthusiastic
despite the difficult circumstances of a lack of practice
time and transition from outdoor to indoor courts."
Following their victory
over Delaware, JML definitively defeated Towson University
7-0 at the Hillside Tennis Court.

to notch their second-straight
conference win.
The Dukes wen every match
they played among the six singles matches and three of the
doubles matches.
The victory raised JMU's
record to 11-4 overall and 2-1
in the CAA.
In singles play, the Dukes
never faced a challenge in
any of their matches.

\feith was parbculariy dominant in her match against
Towson's Pamela Zeger, losing
only one game, ina6-0,6-1 victory.
"I came out really aggressive today," Veith said. "I never
had to play timid, which really
worked to my advantage."
JMU's doubles teams
were just as dominant, winning all of their matches.
Zesinger and Brown shut

out the Towson team of
Ak,i.i White and Audrey
Damrongsri 8-0 in the 2 seed
doubles match.
The pair of Veith and
Vanderelst coasted to an 8-2 victory over Towson's Sarah
Dumansky and Pamela Zeger.
The Dukes are in action again
Friday when they take on George
Washingon University at 3 pm on
the Hillside tennis courts.

WORK AT THE BEACH!!!
TWIDDY AND COMPANY Duck, NC
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANTS
Seasonal employment on the Outer Banks of North Carolina, working for
the area's foremost vacation home rental company. Must be able to
work through September 15,2004 or later. Graduating Seniors are
preferred. Possibility of housing available for minimal monthly rent.
Pay scale: S13.00/hr. for 40/hr. of work a week.

JOB DESCRIPTION FOR MAINTENANCE HELPER

Now Available at

*Permanent Hair Removal (No more shaving, plucking or electrolysis)
*Rids: Spider Veins and birthmarks
*Skin Rejuvenation *Botox Injections

Call now to schedule an appointment!
(540) 434-5546 OR (800) 424-5546
Hamsonburo Physicians for Women • 2015-A Reservoir Steet HamsonburQ. VA 22801

Seasonal maintenance, providing our customers with exceptional
services. Neat appearance and a friendly attitude is a must.
Mechanical ability is a plus but we will train. Transportation
provided during work hours.
Hook up electronics like
DUTIES:
Nintendo, VCR's, DVD's etc.
• Pick up and deliver guest
Pick up and deliver items
supplies
for repair
• Unclog toilets
Replacing light bulbs, air
• Pick up trash at houses if missed
conditioner filters, window
by refuse company
and door screens
APPLY BY SENDING RESUME VTA E-MAIL TO baragnc+twiddy. com OR
CONTACT: Batsay Aragno
Human Resources Manager
Twiddy and Company
Duck, NC
(252)457-1170 Phone/Fax

RED BULL GIVES YOU WIIINGS.
OH, AND A GREAT OPPORTUNITY.
Red Bull is on the lookout for a Student Brand Manager (SBM). An
SBM is a reliable and motivated student whose responsibilities include brand
development on campus, market analysis and having a great time.
Our expectations from you are the following:
• You're going into your second year or higher at this school.
• You have a good knowledge of when/where things arc happening.

*

• You're interested in marketing and have good communication skills.
• You have an entrepreneurial spirit and are outgoing.
Does this sound like you? If so, go to: www.redbullu.com.

r
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OlMA 6 MORE CHANCESTO Gn
VOI RAD ntiYrro!
Hu«e

CM War En HMN . W«Jt
tun front porch and big Back yard.
4 opan roome on Old S. High
•treat, cloaa to campus Ram
S230 to 1290. Utilities: $50.
■.letting to irve with Bui Root and
Ben Evtra: prtceleea. Laaa money
tnan the epertmenta but more fun.
Can o». Ben 804-502-5082 or BUI.
7019090856
■raa* Saw One Be*ree«
Apartnanta
All appliances,
available 8/17. $475. Call
439-lMfc
Urge One leave.
Convenient location. Available
8/17. (380 and S 425. Call

a&lMt.
Summer Sublease - Sublease
room/apartment in Ashby. Beiibte
rent, great pool view. Available
May July. Call Laura, 240 994
5477.
Far Reel Private Ethernet and
Dathroom, $200. open now. single.
*a»Mn ckwet. 1st hoor. Soothvtew,
double bed. Contact Teddy. 571212 1258 or pr1gM20yahoo.com
Shaded deck. S220 each, call
4312221
Mat* Tewaaaeaa - 1462 0^
Lane, 4 bedroom* available for
2004 2005. femeles only. Call
9T3650-3268
tawwna* lableaae - In Surtchase.
best compiai in town l full room.
1 full bath $300 plus utilities.
■-I.*- hrxK.i, 44.'5fllB

Did you know thai your

DON'T WAIT!!
The aVaaat ArhvrtiBMg
MMgj IvffjejtlglHMMl

2 •eireoea Apt • Small, water,
sewer, traah indudad Available 61-04. M50/mo Call 8260464

568-612?

Ualveralty Ceurt Tevmfcoeee 5
bedroom. 3.5 bath*, washer/dryer.
Cal 433-2128.
Heeee - Harriaon Street. 3
bedroom. Avertable August let CaH
433-2126.

Feel Per Away eat. Be Se CteaaT
Quietly convenient 1,2 bedroom
apartments, mature landscaping,
lota of trees, comfortable and
Quaint Be a pert o' the experience
Park Apartments, off South Main
Street Cal 540433-2621

Naga Heed - Student Summer
Rentals, visit seeoree/eree'ry com
for pcturea or call 252 2556328.

Wait la sublease year
aaarlaieat far tat

Main Street. Lease August.
1195.00. Call 540-5780510.
4 ■egreoai Cerate Lease August.
newty renovated, Hunter's Ridge.
S210/bed. Mala* only. Managed
by
ownera.
Call
Julia,
540 5 780745.

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
2 Bedroom Hunter's Rklge or
Roosevelt Square, furnished.
DW. AC. Rcf.. Stove - Rent
Hunter's RidjettlVpervm,
R/S- $273Vpenon
House - Old South High Street
3,4.6 bedmoriH. Rent;
S273/penon
4 Bedroom

•subscription to

Paul Si. hardwood

The Breeze?
2 Bedroom

Furnished,

Fireplace. Den. 2 Bath, Lease
6/1/04 - $65G7momh
$40 for third class nail

Call 548-6127 today!

PtnaCaaaettedAd-itta
Wutmze\

NOTICE
ror nut aeunieuon and
afgafaj h avaajajaja, a] aaaMae]
Nsncss oppDroanbes, COMBLI the Bcaer
Beaacai Bureau. IK
imU5-5MI
Qvlino. fteb New Wring We're
looking for reliable people with a
positive, fun attitude. Good work
environment No grease or fryers.
Reilbte hours Must be available
durtng school and summer months.
Csll 703-961-6356 or visit 37
Burgess Road. Harrlaonburg
(behind Shoney's) between the
hours of 9:00o.m.-10:30a.m. or
3:30p.m. 5:00p.m. for interview.
anew SMSik Elver Otarteft • Is
now hinng for Summer Season for
school but drivers able to lift 95
Iba, campground attendants, and
cookout cooks. Must be outgoing,
energetic snd sble to work
wealienda. FUN and pert time. Can
540-7434159

■ in 11 Jeaa • Off from school tor
the summer? Work with people
your own age. Local and long
distance moving ft/Pi. $9
113/hour Call 434-977-3705
Apply
online
at
www. afudeMaer vicesrnov#ig.corn.
HagaicSlllTeaar Algeors. May 5June 10. Close to campus. Call
820-2926
I**e* Maete a Artef LeoUsaj
for a. T*» IBBBSBBaa Mf W«af
TwyPiial ■ i Vaasem.Va
,aaafctawa||ti.iii9 feat
MaaaiMua have clean drrvmg
record Drtw compan> car. Afftox
50 hours per week «725mr
Hoapkaaty Must be 21 or older.
■77M*
Tktet Servka»s72Ma
FoodA^nrjoasons «« 7r\a
Gaft Sheet »7/nr
Specas Evens* Fox) pepantUn
banenomg. cooking, or service sun*
aM*
MOkMil'KliHUMIII* For
detail*, contact Information
aad aa applfrallon. * lall
» >. ».t.ofrtrwfwrfi or rail
70S JD» 190H
Schedule and hcurs vary with
position Wi* Trap is NOT Metro

$10 $135 lor surveys Earn $35
3S0 for focus groups. Visit
wwv. caeneefudanu cornybneaie.

i Meet ale • Short term
HMNM possible, www rfoundf'Ns net
or 433-7335

LI*
iNeeeM For
the Plans District Memorial Pool In
Iimbervllle. Call 996-7058 for
more eeofmetion

2 ■laYllw Heeee • $900. waedng
distance Available 7 04 W/D,
A/C. Call &290464

Summer Jeke la NOVA - Paid
weekly.
apply
now
at
c«nojmjpuaev^movlrBj.com

Earn $5 in 10 minutes at
www.brandsporl.com. Watch ads,
earn cash. Free registration.

Riner Rentals
438-8800

of The Breeze!

subscription!

Sessloa

Injey Athletics and Have Web
Experience? Local businessman
seeks energetic and motivated
individual to partner in a webbaaed venture. Must have solid
understanding of web/graohlc
design ae well as internet related
database knowledge A qualified
person to receive real ownership m
company. Huge potential. Send
reaume or letter outlining
qualifications to: Business Partner.
3080 Brooksnlre Or. Harnaonburg.
VA 33901.

Paaltlees Available la 9pert*
aaaefla Wslalasi For the summer
3004 and/or the 3004-05 school
year Successful applicants will
assist m coverage of 39 NCAA
■port*. Weekend and night work
required. Writing experience
preferred, Out not necessary.
Applications available in Sports
Media Relations. Godwin HaH room
330 No phone calls |

or $80 for first class mail.
you can receive a full year

Call today to start your

Need a plate to lift
artaa May or Searner

< | MM .'•Ui.«nrl,.l*lfl

floors, very large on two floors, 2
hiihs, deck, available 6/1/04

parents can get a

S20 Ceaaaai* Street • Two level.
four bedroom house, each level
haa washer/dryer, full bath
kitchen, yard, porch. 1500/level or
1900/houa*. Call 8336104

YMto got Stuff

•Classic Cars
•Boats
•Seasonal Stuff
•Household Items

MM Valey la seeking fun
loving,
friendly,
motivated
mdrvtduete for the Summer 2004
season. We provide recreational
amusement and entertainment
opportunities Including dance
events, magic shows, water and
larer
tag,
robosurfing.
moonbounces. and more. Great
opportunities with
flexible
scheduling. Call 746-3073 or
e mall
mfilve'JerSPmsn.com.
wwm

Only SI5 to run your
"For Sale** ad for the
entire semester or until
your Item tells
(whichever comes first)!
Thai offer a good now through
April 29 and only appbes to
advenuang in the "For Sale'
vcUon Ads must be 20 words
or less Offer applies to IndMdual
Hens only Retail stores and
Kemesees do not qualify for this
special offer. All ads are subext
to Breeze approval

3 U-fcseh Odee XT9 gabiiaslsrs
in an Orion Ported boi an Orion
Xtrerne 500 watt 3 channel power
amptifior. and an installation kit
with everything necessary for
immediate inatallation. Excellent
condition S500 o.b.o. Call
804 307 3533
or
email
aWaUWPWi iu.edu

Try a Timbornast bed loft for $175.
Contact Saundra Barrett at
613-5817 or battetil0tmu.edu.
D*a DMktoo Cecwpeter Like now.
Dimension 3350. 15' flat panel
screen. 3006 herd drive. Windows
XP. $700 Contact Matt. 5697303
or puroymfetynu.eoV

teas • Large 3 piece contemporary,
black coffee and end tables.
Excellent condition. Moving, must
sell. $450 obo. Call 433-3858

SERVICES

■are Bred Male PH Peppy ■ UKC
registered, u.t.d. on all shots. 5
month* old. tan with white tips. Call
804-314-3106.
Ceeher teeeiel ■apptea AKC
registered. 8uff. red, spotted,
adorable varieties. Shots, wormed.
Make great in or outdoor peta
S335. CaH 540-3349899
PH Ball Paaeeee far Sale - 16
weeks old. have had ftrat shots
and wormed. Assorted colors, even
a Sputz McKenne dog Call
54O4344038 or 540-434-3151.
Weteraed
King alia, great
condition, everythmg Included Call
Mike, 436-4369.

$490 Group FwMfeaSser Scheduling
bonua Fratarnitiea, sororities,
student groups: 4 hours of your
group's time piua our tree (yes, free)
rundnwsmg solutions equals $1,000
$3,000 in earnings for your group
Call today lor a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non sales
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact
CampusFundraiser,
1-99&933-3338.
or
visit
www carnpuerwndravaercom

2-ee Samaoilte Lagfsg* Sat
1 large rolling check thru and
matching carryon duffle 150.00.
Great for spring break* Call
S999979

D0N*T UBS OUT ON TrBB
GREAT DEAL!
Can 566-6127 for mere
InfxnnetfkiL

July 10th show in Bnstow. VS. Emeu
HafhBM4ns*jrriu.edU If rterested.

1S9J CadBUc Lam ■ A* seen at
JMU and uv» last year. Check It
out at wwwbtfWaus.com/'imo/
ISM VW Beetle - S.lver great
condition. 5 speed A/C. leather.
CD, 63,000 miles $6,900. Csll
2499701

■laeltail Sterling 9thro7~Jjo*roary
At college-friendly pneea. This
Wednesday and Thursday, April 7th
and 8th On the Warren Campus
Canter patio, weather permitting.

Plus more at Mauanutten. $500
Good through September 3004.
240420-1874.

ItSJ Chevralet CeveBer - 98.000
iiniee. new ikes, good oondUiori.
Must seti by Mjnel $3,000 or best
offer. Can Lauren at 5742339
1999 Hone* CMa OX • Automatic.
air. 94,000 miles $6,000. Csll
2897974
1*99 Fere* leeert LX Sporty
automatic. 129,000 miles, very
reliable. $2900. Also, parents
selling 1999 Plymouth Voyeg*'$800
Call 540-371-3711

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIEDS!

97% Of JMO
Students read

S3.00 for the first 10 words

Tha .

$2.00 for each add'l 10 words
Block ads are $15 inch

lMaWi* Beta $3400 StarpaBX
rww Ores, raoto/cd. speakers. rjaQery
Good orjndBjon. reeda »om seat oovars
198 K meae Cal 4330343
2 Aeveea 9001 aavaasssrs l> OsSeye
Receiver • Eicellent condition.
$650.00. Call 249-3064.

Do YOU have
something to say?

Now accepting
credit cards!!

Place an ad in
The Breeze personals!

Visa or Master Card
Cmtttodmy
to place your ed!

Call 568-6127 or email
the_ breezef&jmu.edu
for more information!

568-6127

WB'WO get siorw!

Need a safe & convenient place
to store your
extras?
Your Space-Rented Monthly!
Owner on Premises!

Need-Mor' Storage
C*H640-S67-5402 Today!

Only3mikwwMtofHarrlsonburt
Open Monday-Saturday to tarva You I

Summer Employment
('ollcgiate Sealers »l Northern N irginia Inc
800-220-7615. Call Today!
Come Join our staff of college students and recent college graduates
for rewarding outside work in Northern Virginia. We are currently
hiring for our summer season of residential driveway sealcoating. New
hires will start at $9.00 and hour and can expect increases corresponding
to performance. You can expect to average 40-50 hours a week, with overtime
paid for work weeks over 40 hours. Please call the above number or e-mail us
at collegiatesealer@mindspring.com soon before we fill all our positions.

want some
extra cash ?

You'll be the first thine; she sees
when she wakes up...
Advertise with The Breeze
540.568.6127

HP

r*ir*-irtf<-f?

H.irri'ionbur
HI Sourer* f
wi

AOO

isgivingyl$100 away
yep, you read that right!
$100 to a student wearing any shirt
*"* JAMES J^CHONE logo on it!

till

miff no

'5 Off

Arty Purchase of* Any Purchase of
$100.00 or morel
Morei $50.00 or More

A

Purchase
of
JSLp
i»
$20.00 or More

■ swxr
ins

-..■', ■■ MAQI

(I ft Of Nl-fl A. ■

■

1

jewelry

1950 1 Deyei 1

temmmmm

'..•».f( »-s iiMfouaa

" ■ Embroidery
■ Scrcon Printing
Athletic Dcmfin

.<e«&SSa

OutSide D-hall (min or ihln.)

,5CourtSijiniii' Harrisonhutg;\IM' to1lanl(pfHmtrica) 43J IS"

..!/'. » O.IV 10 ». "
.\ 1

■

V4.ll/ /f.XTI* ...

VUtquf

the_breeze@jmu.edu

. r, ...1 (>n<- Tit A H-on-. Mtd

•

Monday April 5th
5-8 pm

www.thebreeze.org

.
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■■■■

f-1 .itrfnthfs

Sororities
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Buy 10, get one free* with your Reader's Choice Card!
YCHII not si
ngs you .i ball
Mini's no excuse ml lo reap the rewards Join the Re idei % Choii e Book Club l>) l.i-.

Make an Impact
ith great tools for succesi
in your career search

2004-2005

Congratulations New Breeze Staff...
Alison Fargo
Editor in Chid
Kelly Jasper
Managing Editor
Ashlej McClelland "News Editoi
Geary Cox
New i Editoi
Alex Sirney
Opinion Editor
Cheryl Lock
Style Edii
Sylva Florence
Assi Style/Focus Editor
lames Irwin
Sport: Editoi
Matthew Stoss
Assl Sports Editoi
Kristen Green
Copj Edii
Caite White
p\ Editor
Kevan Maclvei
Gi iphii Editor
[ennifer Chanthapuiv
An Directoi
Amy Paterson
Photo Editoi
Nathan Chiantella
Photo Editoi
Patrii k Smith
n Lino Editoi
Kevin Marinak
Wehmasfci

Man Lastner
Ad Manag
Bree Mills
Asst. Ad Manager
[ames Matarese
Ad Design Manager
Kristen Egan
Acct. Executive
Ion Rojas
Acct. Executive
Ray Lestei
Acct. Executive
Drew Morettini
Acct. Executive
Michael Peterson
Acct. Executive
Christoph Von [mhof
Acct. Executive
[ess Woodard
Ad Designei
Mati Brandl
Ad Designer
Tylei Adams
Ad Designer
Kelly Ftedcrson
Ad Designei
Charlie I \
Ad W

